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McMullen Museum Hosts Kaplan Collection Associate
Athletic
Surrealist
Works on Director
Display

Named

By Dana lannacone
HEIGHTS STAFF

Only

Boston College's

McMullen Museum of
Art could gather such

great artists as Joan-Miro,

Sal-

vador Dali and Pablo Picasso
under xme roof for a spectacular exhibition celebrating the
melding of reality and imagination. Visionary States: Sur-

realist Prints from the Gilbert

Arts & Review
Kaplan Collection is a rare

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAN HAGAN

Gilbert Kaplan appeared at the McMullen Museum on Sunday to discuss aspects of his collection.
States: Surrealistprints from the
It features approximately
By Emily Lo
120 prints by 23 artists, includGeorge Kaplan Collection,
FOR THE HEIGHTS
opened January 18 at the ing works by SalvadorDali, Rend
An exhibition of rare SurreMcMullen Museum of Art at
alist prints, entitled Visionary Boston College.
See ART EXHIBIT, p. 8

collection of Surrealist works
that will be on display for the
BC community from January
18 to May 17.
For the non-art major, the
term "surrealism" may seem a
bit perplexing. Does it have
something to do with reality?
Surrealism is a way ofexpressing the unity of the rational
with the fantastical into an "ab-

See McMULLEN, p. M]

'Disaster Strikes' With Busta Rhymes
By Karen L. Palmer
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

Woo-Ha!
The Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
Programming Council announced hip-hop artist Busta
Rhymes will perform at Conte
Forum on February 16 at 8 p.m.
An opening act will be announced at a later date.
Executive Director of Programming Jen Briggs, A&S '99,
said the council signed Busta
Rhymes this past Thursday.
Busta Rhymes recently
completed a tour with Puff

Daddy. The council has been
planning this second major concert since last Novemberand had
to wait for Busta Rhymes to finish touring in order to sign him.
"We wanted to do a hip-hop
show, and Busta Rhymes is popular and was available," Briggs
said.
Co-Director of Business
Lou Corapi, CSOM '98, added
Busta Rhymes has a "broad appeal" and is known as an exciting performer.
Busta Rhymes began his
music career in 1990 as a member of Leaders of the New
School, which released the al-

PHOTO COURTESY OF ELEKTRA ENTERTAINMENT

Busta Rhymes will perform in Conte Forum on Monday, Feb. 16
to kick off UGBC's second semester programming.

bums "Future Without a Past" in
1990and"7:/.M.£:."in 1993.
He has since worked with
such artists as A Tribe Called
Quest, Mary J. Blige, TLC and
Boyz II Men.
Busta Rhymes' first solo
album, "The Coming" went
platinum and featured the song
"Woo-Ha! (Got You All in
Check)."

His latest album, "When
Disaster Strikes," contains the
Grammy-nominated song "Put
YourHands Where My Eyes Can
See" and features guest performances by Puff Daddy, Mase,
Erykah Badu and Flipmode
Squad, among others.
Other songs featured on
"When Disaster Strikes" include
"We Could Take it Outside,"
"The Body Rock," and "One."
"This is the beginning of an
excellent semester of programming," UGBC President Dean
Bell, CSOM '98, said.
UGBC Vice President
Kristen Pugh, A&S '98, added,
"We hope the concert will attract
the entire BC community."
The Busta Rhymes concert
is part of "UGBC Programming
Celebrates Black History
Month," which features several
other events.
These events include a small
concert (act to be announced) on
February 6, the beginning of
Programming's "First Fridays"
concert series. All concerts in he
"First Fridays" series will be free.
Another event sponsoredby
Programming to celebrate Black

History Month is "Live From
Death Row," a multimedia presentation by journalist Allen
Houghland concerning discrimination in the legal system. The
date and location of "Live From
Death Row" will be announced
at a later date.
Programming will also hold
a "Free Thursday Night Comedy
Series," which will begin January 22 with a show featuring
comedians Mike Donovan,
Chuck Roy and BC graduate
Gary Gulman.
The event will be held in
Gasson 100 from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m.
The second show in the series, to be held February 19, features performers from the Black
Comedy Tour. Comedians
Gerroll Bennett, BC graduate
Denise Richardson, and one
other comedian will perform.
Tickets for the Busta
Rhymes show will cost $ 10, and
students can purchase up to two
tickets with a BCID.
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By Mark J. Cautela
Heights Editor

A

replacement has been
found. Athletic Director
Gene DeFilippo named
Chris Cameron, a 19-year vet-

eran of intercollegiate athletics.
Associate Athletic Director for
Sports Information at Boston
College last Friday.
"I worked with Chris at the
University of Kentucky for five
years," DeFilippo said. "Out of
all the candidates, he was absolutely the best fit for Boston
v
College."

Sports
"[l] found that his work
ethic and professionalism are
second to none," he added.
Cameron joins BC after five
years as the head of his own
sports marketing venture in Atlanta, where he has worked with
over two dozen college athletic
teams and conferences. During
this time, he was the broadcast
information manager at the basketball venue for the 1996 Centennial Olympic Games, and he
coordinated marketing effortsfor
the nationally-televised (ABC)
Jim Thorpe Pro Sports Awards
for two years.
Prior to that, Cameron was
the assistant athletic director for
communications at the University of Kentucky from 1988 to
1993, the same time that
DeFilippo was with theKentucky
athletic staff:
Cameron directed all UK
media relations efforts and
served as the primary media contact for former Kentucky coach
and current Boston Celtics head
coach Rick Pitino.
"To be sports information
director at Kentucky is a tremendous experience,"DeFilippo said
of Cameron's background.
"If doesn't get much better
than working with the Kentucky
basketball program," he added,

See CAMERON, p. 20

?NEWS: Sluggish voicemail system, p. 3.
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Things got pretty competitive for
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The Heights is ihe independent student weekly serving the Boston College community, and is produced
entirely by Boston College undergraduates. The Heights reserves iheright to accept or reject any
advertising. Views contained in advertisements are not necessarily by The Heights. Inc. or its staff.

For details, visit 25 Carney or call

The Heights is published by The Heights, Incorporated. Editorial and corporate offices are located at
McElroy 113, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, (617) 552-2221, FAX: (617) 552-4823. Subscriptions are
available for $55 for one year, $95 for two years. Payment may be made or sent to The Heights. Boston
College.
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is a student organization which educates
the BC community on issues of substance abuse,
'
HIWAIDS and sexual assault.
i
I For Burther information, call 552-0218, j

Apply to be an
O 'Connell House Manager!

_
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Applications tor
I
ELP
Facilitators
I
Open

odsd@bc.edu

Fax submissions to:
552-0050
Deliver submissions to
McElroy 141
Submissions are due Thursday
by NOON

to

any

would like

be

Emerging

I

student who
a facilitator for the

Leader

'

I

f JrSummer

Semester, Full-Year,
Programs in Bath,

MORE

INFO, CALL THE OFFICE
Programs
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9:00 am-5:00 pm
9:00 am-7:00 pm *
Wednesday 9:00 am-7:00 pm
* Thursday
9:00 am-7:00 pm *
Friday 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Monday
*
Tuesday

offices will continue to be open
9:00 am-5:00 pm.

Off-Campus Housing Fair
Thursday and Friday, Jam 22 and 23
*

11:00 am -5:00 pm
Walsh HallSth Floor Lounge
Sponsored by the Office of University Housing
Call 552-3060 for More Information.
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leadership, service, & academic excellence is eligible.

I
I

Nomination forms are availablefrom ODSD
beginning January 20 anI> are
bub to McElroy 141 by February 18.
Call 552-3480 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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to Graduation Event will be
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Tuesday, February 10, 1998.
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Tickets for
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Senior Week
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will be held on
March 23, 24, and 25.

On-Line Calendar

Check out what's going on at BC by visiting the new What's-Up? web-site at
httpi/Zw-ww- toc.edu/whatsup.
Updated weekly with upcoming events sponsored by BC Departments. Clubs, and Organizations!

g

Students, faculty, and staff
can nominate students for

ODSD's annual leadership awards!

*

Monday thru Friday.

Know an Outstanding Student Leader?

I

-

3, 1998

I
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Informational Meeting Tuesday, January 20;
2:00 3:00 pm in Gasson 201
All Welcome!

Announces New Extended
Office Hours for Spring 1998

February

4.

Any student exemplifying EC's commitment to

The Office of the Dean for
Student Development in McElroy 141

begin

February

For more information,
call 552-3480 or 552-4310.

|1

I

For more information, please call Mer Ursula Zovko,
Assistant Dean for Student Development, at 552-3480.
-

by

?

Program.

Applications available in McElroy 141,
Wednesday, January 21;
due no later than Thursday, February 12.

Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Applications due

|

upperclass

to

Applications are available
in McElroy 141 on January 20.
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E-mail submissions or any
questions to:

Extended Hours will

Looking for a
Leadership Position
for Next Year?

: PEN

Mr

Other ODSD

\
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Information regarding the
f-VI
Peer Education Network (PEN)
Application process will be available I
January 23 in McElroy 106. :

Complete list of activities on
What's-Up? On-line Calendar:
http://www.bc.edu/whatsup

_
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Laure Rakvic
Molly Sell

Coiuributors: Ricbard Benjamin. Anne Marie Borrego, Marisa Consolla, Nancy Depidio, Kevin Finn. Ari
Foley, Martin Foncello. Jim Gruber. Adam Henley, Adam Hughes, Dana lannacone,Kevin Laßonge, Katherine
Lane, Emily Lo, Tom McGuinness. Alan Pisano. Jonathan Ruelin, Stacy Reiter, Ale\ Sherman, Anthony
Tecce, Bobby Thacker. Anne Weissmueller. Brendan Williamson. Shireen Zantan, Adam Zimmerman

552-3230

*

Michelle Bielunis

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
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Anne Grignon
Michael A. Prospero
Margot K. Danzig

Matt Swenson

ARMY ROTC

J

Michael J. Marino

?
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Watch the Heights and your mail for Bus
information and additional details.
Senior Week Hotline 552-3492
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Council Strengthens BC's Commitment to Arts
HEIGHTS ASSOC.

NEWS EDITOR

With the recent formation
of the Arts Council, Boston College confirms its commitment to
fostering the growth and visibility of the arts on campus.
Arts and Sciences Dean
Robert Barth, SJ, created the
council to improve communication between the various art-related departments, the performing arts groups and the administration.
"Over the last 10 years, there
has been an increase in the number of activities in the arts. We
[he Council] saw an increasing
need for the exchange of information and ideas between the
various arts groups," Barth said.
He added, "This will allow
us to collaborate on programs,
share facilities, and get the different departments to work together. If we pool together our
talent, we can increase the visibility of the arts [on campus]."
The council held its first
organizational meeting on December 10:
At the meeting, council
members discussed the preparation of a report requested by University President William P.

Leahy, SJ, describing the "state
of the arts" at BC.
Leahy requested the report
cover such topics as venues for
performances, scheduling, development, mentoring and funding. According to Arts Council
chairman and
Associ ate
Fine Arts

Professor

r

.1

report will also focus on the many
recent accomplishments of the
arts at BC, including recent
showings at the McMullen Museum of Art and various musical

performances.
Fine Arts Department Chair-

cussed, Hughes also cited the
need to let incoming students
know what BC has to offer in the
arts.

"Students can contribute so
much to the arts, and we have to
be able to tell them what BC can
offer,"
Hughes said.
Howe also
wishes to increase the visibility of BC's
art programs.
"BC hasn't
been known
as much as it
should be for
arts,"
the
Howe said.
Barth named
the 19 members of the
council to represent
the
various arts
on campus. Council members include faculty and chairs representing the theatre, fine arts,
music and English departments,
McMullen Museum Director
Nancy Netzer, Office of Print
Ben
Marketing Director
Birnbaum. and administrators
representing various student performance groups.

"This will allow us to collaborate
on programs, share facilities, and
get the different departments to
work together. If we pool together
our talent, we can increase the
visibility of the arts."

Jeffrey
Howe, the
council
to
hopes
complete the
report
by
April 1.
Howe
explained
one of the
main issues
covered in
the report
will be the
need
for
space for the performing and visual arts.
"One of the issues we have
now is space, particularly making sure we can find space for
practice rooms and exhibition
areas for student art," Howe said.
Associate Dean for Student
Development Carole Hughes, an
Arts Council member, added, the
.

By Karen L. Palmer

?Robert Barth, SJ,

Arts and Sciences Dean
man John Michalczyk also

pointed

to the McMullen Museum as an asset to BC.
"The museum has been an
incredible asset to the arts at BC,
as it has gained outside recognition with such exhibits as Re\

Dressing Cathleen," Michalczyk
said.
As another issue to be dis-

Hughes expressedher satisfaction with the first meeting.
"We've all never been in
the same room together. This has
been needed for a really long
time," Hughes said.
Barth noted that while there
are currently no student representatives on the Arts Council, it
will work closely with student
performance groups and the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) to gain student insights.
"We will have consultation
with student representatives, and
it will be an ongoing process,"
Barth said.
He added, "Their input will
be very important to us."
The council will hold its
next meeting on January 26 to
determine more long-term goals.
Howe cited an arts channel on
cable and a center for student
performing arts as personal longterm goals for the council. He
noted that each department has
its own goals for the council to
achieve. Howe expressedhis satisfaction with the response the
council has received thus far.
Howe said, "I am impressed
with the range of activities and
the depth of enthusiasm for the
project."

Administrative Voicemail: System Overload
By Brian M. Cohen
HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The phones continue to ring,
but lately no one is picking up.
Infotech has reported they
will be upgrading the administrative voicemail system, due to
sluggish peak time usage.
Rod Feak, Director of Operation and Technology Services
at Infotech, said the 552 exchange has been slow to respond
for the past two weeks.
"In many ways, we're a victim of our own success," Feak
said. "We've added a great deal
to increase the quality of the
voice menuing, which is now
slowing down the system."

Voices

Since returning from winter
break, phones have been ringing
as many as 10times before being
answered by the system.
According to Information
Technology (IT), the voicemail
system has been closely monitored since the problem first
started. As determined by IT,
the current voicemail system has
reached its full capacity for handling the number of users with
552 exchanges.
"In order to account for [the
overloading], we are looking at
upgrading the 552 system," Feak
said, adding, "This will hopefully be completed in the next
two to three months."
In the meantime, Infotech is

"In many ways,
we 're a victim

from the

of our own
success."
?Rod Feak,
Director of
Operation and
Technology
Services

investigating moving some of the
administrative voice menus to
another system in order to alleviate some of the problems.
"By moving some of the
menus, along with decreased
usage, the problem should
lessen," Feak said.
The use of voicemail has
increased in the past few weeks,
as students and teachers return
from the break.
"The main reason the system is a lot slower than it used to
be is due to the increased use of
voicemail menuing," he said.
Feak added, "We think that
some of the load will go down as
the semester wears on."
The
administrative

voicemail system is separate
from the student exchanges. Each
is on its own computer in the
Student Learning and Support
Center. '
"To my knowledge, there
has been no complaint from the
student voice mail side," Feak

said.
He added, "We can upgrade
the student system if it needs it,
but at this point we haven't seen
that."
Infotech has reported that
the peak usage times for administrative voicemail are 9:15 a.m.
to 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Avoiding these times should generate
a better response.

Dustbowl

by Saya Hillman

What do you predict to be the big news story

Jim Murray,
A&S '00
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The views expressed OVoicbs

from the
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becomes Pope."
'

Bustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc.,

or its staff,

j

Cotter Donnell,
J.P. Yorro,
Jen Malpeso,
A&S '01
Meg Hildas.
Cory Hanley,
A&S '98
A&S'99
"With our luck, "The Crimson shuts
"President Clinton
"Princess Di and
down."
found in bed with Tupac Shakur found George Clooney will
Scary Spice." lounging on a Medicome out of the
closet."
terranean Island."
Ryan Poe,
A&S'Ol
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Search for New AVP Develops Momentum
BC Attracts "Major Players" as Committee Reviews Applicants
one who is absolutely first class,

By Tim Garry
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

The committee in search of
the next Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculties,
chaired by Monan Professor of
Law Daniel Coquillette, hopes
to announce three candidates
early this spring.
"We want to be in a position
to give [University President] Fr.
Leahy three names at the end of
March, if possible." Coquillette
said.
He added,"lt is an ambitious
target we are aiming for."
The committee has been
meeting weekly and subcommittees have been meeting even
more frequently, as the process
of gathering and screening applications progresses.
The University has employed the services of Heidrick
and Struggles, a leading executive search firm with extensive
experience in higher education,
to aid in their task.
According to Coquillette.
the committee has extensively
discussed the desired qualities
of a new academic vice president.
"We want an academic
leader with a great vision for
Boston College," Coquillette
said.
"Our hope is to get some-

.
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The search committee has
been divided into four sub-committees, each responsible for a
different aspect of the process,
Coquillette said.
Two sub-committees are

semester,

Coquillette
said.
He discussed BC's
committment
to moving to
next
the
level.
"We are
not just talking about
Boston College moving
one notch
ahead."
Coquillette
said.
"We
want to challenge the top universities in
America. We want the AVP [academic vice president] to have
the drive and vision to do that.
The position really requires
someone who understands what
Boston College is all about," he
added.
"It's all about balance. We
want to move ahead in the

"It's all about balance. We want
to move ahead in the rankings,
but also preserve the qualities
that best represent BC."

.'ndi
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?Daniel Coquillette,
Monan professor of law
and chairman of the
academic vice president
search committee
working to identify individuals
who currently hold academic
leadership positions at other
major universities.
One of the subcommittees
is responsible for identifying
Jesuit- candidates, the other for
non-Jesuits.
"Heidrick and Struggles is
providing the names of non-Je-

t
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The job is attracting "major
players" in higher education,
given the University's commitment to investing $260 million
into its academic programs, an
initiative launched by Leahy last
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According to
Coquillette, it
will be difficult to replace
the current
Academic
Vice President
William B.

Neenan, SJ.
Coquillette has assigned
committee members to act as liaisons with various groups
around the University.
He would like to see those
in the Boston College community express their ideas to the
appropriate liaisons.
Undergraduate Government

of Boston College Executive
Vice President Kristin Pugh,
A&S '98, serves on the committee as a representative of under-

graduates.
"This is an exciting time for
Boston College," Pugh said, in
reference to what the new AVP
search means for the future of
the University.
Coquillette serves as a liaison to the vice presidents and
alumni. Coquillette and Graduate Student Association President Joan Agretelis represent the
Law School. Canisius Professor
of Theology Michael Buckley,
SJ, Professor Judith Wilt (English) and Professor Amir
Hoveyda (Chemistry) are liaisons to the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Professor Mary Walsh
(SOE) maintains contact with the
School of Education and, in conjunction with Agretelis, with the
School of Nursing. Cleary Professor of Finance Edward Kane
is the liaison with the Carroll
School of Management, and
Graduate School of Social Work
(GSSW) Dean Jume G. Hopps is
the liaison to GSSW.
Coquillette expressed his
gratitude for the encouragement
BC has shown the committee.
Coquillette said, "We have
had very good support so far. We
appreciate that."
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suit candidates to the search,"
Coquillette said.
According to Coquillette,
Jesuits have already been
screened twice.
Coquillette said the committee has received many valuable suggestions from BC faculty and graduate students.
A third subcommittee is
screening applications, and
the
fourth
will
panel
make presentations to the
candidates the
committee
wants to pur-

.
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top."

rankings, but also preserve the
qualities thatbest represent Boston College," he said.

he added. "We are aiming at the
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looking for qualified students interested
> n becoming Orientation Leaders for the

Summer of 1998.
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BC Student Assaulted
Students Warned to be More Cautious
By

Lori A. Lefevre

HKIGHTS EDI rOK

A Boston College student
safely escaped an assault last
Tuesday night on Higgins stairs.
According to Boston College Police Detective Shawn
DeJong, the police are currently
following a lead on her unknown
male attacker.
"We have not positively
identified a suspect," DeJong
said.
While the student was walking home at approximately midnight, the assailant grabbed her
leg when she was at the top of

the stairs, near Devlin Hall.
According to reports, the
whole incident was overquickly.
The student said she was
able to escape after she screamed.
The man allegedly ran in the
opposite direction when she did
this.
The student described the
male as being a stocky man between the heights of 59" and 6.
She said he was wearing a plaid
flannel shirt and jeans.
Yellow notices were posted
within 12 hours of the assault.
The BCPD has cautioned
students to be conscious of their
personal safety. They urge stu-

dents not to walk alone at night.
Also, the BCPD encourages
everyone to know the locations
of blue safety lights. Those in
trouble should press each light
on their path until they have
reached safety.
DeJong said, "You should
always be aware of your surroundings."
"Students shouldn't have to
see a safety notice to remi nd them
to always be cautious," he added.
"They should always be careful."
DeJong reminds students to
use the BC Escort Service by
calling 552-8888.

?Safety After Dark

?

ml

?Try to walk in groups at night; never
walk alone whenever possible,
?Walk in well-lit areas.
?Know location of nearby Blue Lights.
?Use the BC Escort Service (552-8888).
?Walk with a purpose.
?Be aware of your surroundings.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/

ALETA

MUSTONE

Safety Measures Implemented
Boston College has recently uncovered more blue lights on campus, in
order to increase the security of faculty and students.

Dining Services Culinary
Crossroads Recipe for

Success
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Racquet Sports Tournaments
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A TWOHDAY, DOUBLE ELIMINATION
TOURNAMENT FOR:
o

[

restaurant

Take "The Essence of EmeriT voted Time Magazine's
Best Television of 1996.
Adda dash of Nouvelle Cuisine, mix vigorously and
"Bam" a New Orleans Dining Adventure which makes
you Happy, Happy, Happy.
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Doubles Racquetball

o

Co-Rec Doubles Tennis

Walsh Hall Saturday Evening January 31
McElroy Carney Dining Room Monday Evening February 2
Stuart Hall Tuesday Evening February 3

\u25a0'"*. Q^
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Registration:
January 20-22
Preliminary Rounds:
Thurs, January 29th

Co-Rec Doubles Racquetball

tf
;

v

Coming to:

More information to follow in the Heights and in dining halls!

Doubles Tennis

ifl

Final Rounds:
Thurs, February sth

Ist, 2nd, 3rd place Prizes!!! \

Register in the Intramural OfficeRoom 24 in the Rec-Plex. Please
call with any questions 2/4783.
NOTE: Applications will only be
taken during business hours:
Mon-Thur,4:oo-9:3opm
Sorry...No Varsity Members may
participate
-

J
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The Editorial Page

Heights

The Arts Need Full Support

Editor-in-Chief
Lori A. Lefevre
Business Manager
Stephen Barwikowski

BC's new Art Council is a much needed plan
If there is truth in Jean Anouilh's belief that "the object of art is to give life a shape," then
Boston College has taken an effective step toward giving its students' lives shape.
The creation of the Arts Council was one of the best actions BC has taken in support of the
arts in recent years.
With its 34 music, art and performance groups, BC has a significant pool of artistic talent.
However, in the past these groups have received limited support from the community.
The new council will attempt to solve that problem. Through increased communication
between the various groups, the administration and the academic departments, this council will
unify the miscellaneous artistic organizations at BC that have otherwise been left entirely to
themselves.This cross-disciplinary communicationwill lead to the increased visibilityof the arts.
Moreover, it could strengthen their work by allowing groups to pool resources and talents.
In addition, the council's encouragement for using on-campus art opportunities as lessons in
the classroom will promote attendance and awareness in the student body. Professors will be
asked to use campus performances or exhibits as part of their curriculum, thus adding to the
understanding of the arts. Furthermore, the ideaof supporting Boston arts will encouragestudents
to appreciate art as a major role in our everyday lives, going beyond abstract ideas presented in
textbooks.
The initial creation of this council is a much-needed step the University has taken toward
boosting the arts.
On a small scale, the students involved in these groups combine to make up a significant
percentage of the entire student body, whether it be the University Chorale, the Dance Ensemble
or the Screaming Eagles Marching Band (which happens to be the largest student organization at
BC). As a numerous body of students, they deserve our endorsement.
Yet, in reality, many of these groups are the most easily forgotten when it comes to funding.
Furthermore, they are rarely supported as much as their athletic counterparts in terms of student
attendance.
One past criticism for their lack of recognition as part of student life, is their lack of
cohesiveness. Unlike athletics, which has an office entirely dedicated to publicizing games,
meeting with the athletes, funding, and organizing practice times, the arts groups at the school
lack individual attention. They are without adequatepractice rooms and performance areas. These
deficiencies can often create obstacles that are difficult to overcome.
In reality, this lack of support for the arts is not limited to BC. Nationally, the arts are more
under-supported and under-attended than other activities.
These are the issues that the Council needs to effectively assess, and they must do so without
losing sight of student needs. Currently, there are no students on the council. However, the
council's creator, Arts and Sciences Dean Father Barth, said that the council will work closely
with the students. This connection must not be sacrificed.
On the whole, BC deserves a great deal of credit for breaking the trend of disregard for the
arts by coming forward to establish a council to work at solving this problem on a microcosmic
level. This proactive move is sure to add "shape" to BC life.
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Letters to the Editor

BC criticized for
UConn Game
To the editor:

?

I just wanted to write a note
thanking the administration.
At last Sunday's basketball
game against UConn, Conte Forum was full of loud, screaming,
supportive UConn fans. There
were nearly twice as many fans
screaming for UConn than BC.
It was embarassing to this school
and made me sick.
I don't blame the fans. I
blame the administration. The
students buy season tickets. We
go to every game, and cheer for
our team always.
However, although many
students were back on campus
Sunday afternoon, our administration voided our tickets. Stu-

dent tickets to the UConn game
were no good. The administration were the ones who decided
they did not want us there.
It is bad enough we are stuck
far up and away from the court,
unlike schools such as Duke. To
have our tickets, which we paid
for, taken away from us for a
major game like this is a slap in
the face.
So, I wanted to thank all
those in our wonderful administration . Thank you for taking our
student tickets and selling them
to UConn fans. Thank you so
much. I hope the extra money
you made is put to good use.
Mark McNulty
SOE '00

Poster Diplay Policy
AH signs and posters used for advertising events must be placed in appropriate
areas inside McElroy or other University
buildings. No signs or posters are allowed to
be taped to pathways (Dustbowl), O'Neill

Plaza, entrance to McElroy, side-walks,
stairs, railings, ceilings or windows.
Please do not post over BC police
emergency call boxes.
Clubs and organizations disregarding
policy
this
will jeopardize their privilege of
reserving space on campus for events.

Walking home alone: A personal struggle
Jennifer J. Blakeslee

I didn't have any money. It was
too late for the bus. Next time 1
won't be stupid. Next time I
won't walk home alone.
Wait, why do I have to
apologize? Why do 1 have to be
scared to walk alone at night?
It seems unfair that every
time 1 go out 1 have to think
about my safety. Unfair that every time I am in the library studying late at night, I waste time
contemplating who could walk
me home. What if they didn't
want to leave at the same time?
Would I be inconveniencing

Don't be mad, but I did
something bad tonight. Tonight I
got lucky.
Lucky. Lucky that I made it
home safely. Lucky that someone did not grab me from behind. Lucky that no one took
advantage of me while I was
walking home alone.
I was tired. 1 didn't feel like
partying anymore, and I didn't
want to make my friends leave
early. I told one of them I was
leaving, but she was too drunk to them?
understand. So I left. I wasn't
Why do I have to feel unscared.
safe? In the beginning of every
I walked home on well-lit trek home, 1 feel invincible. It
streets. I was aware of what was
isn't until I get to O'Neill Plaza,
going on.
or those infamous Higgins stairs,
Rut there was that sound in that my heart beats faster. 1 grip
the bushes. It made me walk a my keys tighter, and speed-walk
little bit faster. Then that car home.
seemed to be slowing down. I
Shouldn't I feel protected
lookedstraight ahead and walked by the blue lights? On those
a bit faster.
nights that 1 do end up walking
1 was all right. I'm a tough home alone from McElroy, the
girl, right?
library or a party, my heart races
I know, 1 know ? someas 1 pass one. How long will it be
thing could have happened to until I see the next? Would 1
me.
actually have time to push one of
Yes, I saw the safety notice. the buttons? Would there ever be
It's ironic, because when 1 saw a case where the attacker would
it, 1 automatically thought that be dumb enough to grab me right
she shouldn't have been walking in frontof a blue light?The whole
alone. But when 1 left the party I system just makes me even more
didn't think about it. Maybe I neurotic.
should have.
Generally, 1 am smart
I should have called the Esenough to use the escort system.
cort Service, but they take so
In fact, I have used it so often
long. 1 could've taken a cab, but that 1 know a lot of the walkers.

On the way home I often chat
with my escorts. 1 ask them things
like how many women actually
call, or how many walks they do
each night. The sad thing, is the
same womenuse the service time
after time. The walkers often find

themselves recruiting women to
walk home. One nameless escort
has a system that if he makes eye
contact with a woman walking
alone, he approaches her to ask
if he can walk her home.
Are women afraid of the
escorts? Are the men and women
in the sleek white, coats seen as
too uncool to be walking home
with? If I walk home with an
escort team, am I looked down
upon, or am I just being safe?
How can the escort system
be more efficient and more accessible to women? I know that
they try. There are signs at the
exits of the library that scream,
"DON'T
WALK
HOME
ALONE, CALL BC ESCORT
552-8888." Why do we just continue walking?
For myself, as much as I try
to deny it and think that I am
invincible, the simple fact remains that it could happen to
anyone. So next time I see that
sign, I won't continue to walk.
Will you?
/ know it wasn 't a good idea
to walk home alone. Tonight I
just got lucky. Tomorrow night
might not be the same.
?
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Letters

The Heights is printed on
100% recycled paper.

to the

Editor

Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 p.m.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation, and phone number
(for verification purposes).
Letters may also be submitted by E-mail at heightsed@bcheights.com
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsiblefor all statements.

Jennifer J.

Blakeslee is The
Heights Production Editor.

I'll-

.

.

The

The Heights is
looking for a
columnist. Send
sample writings to
McElroy 113. For
more

information,

call 552-2223.
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Wissler To Retire
By Nancy Depidio
FOR THE HEIGHTS

"1 want to be remembered
as a person who cared about my
alumni," Executive Director of
the Boston College Alumni Association John F. Wissler said.
"I've loved Boston College since
the minute I got here."
Wissler,"BC '57. CGSOM
'72. will retire at the end of the
1997-98 academic year after 31
years of service to the Alumni
Association. He is responsible
for keeping the B C alumni connected with the University.
"When I came here in the
late 19605, the Alumni Association was essentially doing the
basic traditional social programs," Wissler said.
He added, "We have completely expanded the whole program, from class reunions to the
Institute for Learning and Retirement program, with a host of
things in-between."
Alumni Association programs include class reunions,
AHANA alumni groups, spiritual and apostolic programs, career services for undergraduates
and the Young Alumni group.
The Institute for Learning
and Retirement program, attended by 150 people every Monday and Tuesday at the Alumni
House, offers classes for retired
alumni.
"My major accomplishment
has .been that I have broadened
the programs so that I believe we
have something of interest to
everyone. I've been involved in
bringing a whole strategic plan
process to the association,"
Wissler said.

He added, "When I came
here there had not been any involvement of women in the association, either. I guess you
could say I have 'mainstreamed'
women's involvement since

1967."
Wissler received the Outstanding Alumnus Award from
the Carroll Graduate School of
Management in 1990.
In 1994, the Alumni Association received the Grand Gold
Award for alumni programming
from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education.
The number of involved BC
alumni increased from 30,000 to
120,000 during Wissler's time
withtheAlumni Association. BC
now has the largest alumni body
of any Catholic University in the
world.
With an increase in the
amount of alumni and programs,
the staff of the Alumni Association has also expanded. The association currently employs 15
staff members, in contrast to the
five it employed when Wissler
began.
"I couldn't have done anything without my wonderful staff
and volunteer leaders. They've
been fantastic." Wissler said. "I
guarantee 1 will miss working
with my staff."
The Alumni Association
staff returned Wissler's sentiments.

.

"John is one of the finest
gentleman I've ever met at Boston College." Carol Quintiliani,
administrative secretary of the
Alumni Association, said.
She added, "Itisapriviledge
to have worked with John over

PHOTO COURTESY OF BC PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Congressman Receives Honorary Degree
U.S. Congressman Joseph Moakley (D-Mass.) was presented with an award by University President William P.
Leahy, SJ, for embracing the cause of the people of El Salvador after six Jesuits were killed. The award was presented
on January 14 at the World Trade Center in Boston.
past three years, and I know
1 speak for many when I say I
will truly miss him."
Despite losing his close-knit
staff, Wissler looks forward to a
more relaxed schedule.
"I will not miss the obligation to attend every meeting and

the

ing for other alumni organizations."
Wissler's position has not
yet been filled.
"I wish him the best,"
Quintiliani said. "1 sincerely
mean it when 1 say that his shoes
will be difficult to fill."

function, especially when [the
job] cuts into the weekends," he
said.
He added. "After taking a
few months off and justrelaxing
and getting used to the fact that I
don't have to do anything, I
would like to do some consult-
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Art Exhibit Captures Period

DON'T FRET: Your
beloved News meeting has
been changed to Tuesday at
5:15 p.m. this week only.
Come watch Tim, Karen
and Brian bust a move in
McElroy 113.
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Continued from p. 1
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Magritte, Joan Miro and Pablo
Picasso.
Visionary States represents
the first time these selections,
from the distinguished collection of New York publisher
George Kaplan, have toured.
The exhibition, which
originated at the University of
California at Los Angeles, is
being circulated nationally by
The American Federationof Arts.
Surrealist art, according to
McMullen Museum Curator
Alston Conley, manifested itself
in the period after World War 1,,
and reached its peak around
1930.
Major themes of the Surrealist period included the unconscious, free association, images
and dreams.
The prints on display trace
the development of the main figures of the movement from 1919
to 1971.
"I've always loved this period, and Surrealism is one of
my favorite periods in art, because it deals with the unconscious," Conley said.
He added, "It's hard to be
alive today and make art that
doesn't deal with the fact that
you have an interior life, and an
interior life is not completely
rational."
"J feel that Surrealism is
Surrealism because it is in that
never-never land between the
real and the unreal, and I feel
that it is best felt and best observed internally, and one can
try to express what these artists
are trying to do." Kaplan said.
He added, "They had to

DONEGAL TRUST
APARTMENTS

THE HEIGHTS

PHOTO

paint it because they couldn't
write it, they couldn't sing it,
and that's this body of work that

came out."
Some of the actual prints on
display are rare, such as artist
Max Ernst's first etching. Pays
sage 11, and a complete set of
Miro's etchings Black and Red

Series.
"Our collection has taken
about 28 years to reach the point
[in] which you see it now,"
Kaplan said.
"These are very difficult
images to find. Some of them
See SURREALISM, p. 9

McDermott Realty Associates, Inc.
545 Washington Street
Brighton

APARTMENTS
NO FEE

EXCELLENT SO UTH STREET LOCATION...

COURTESY OF McMULLEN MUSEUM

Pay sage dcBaucis by Rene Magritte is one of the many Surrealist
works on display at the McMullen Museum of Art in Devlin.

X

|B

FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN)

ONE, TWO,

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $800 TO $1750
INCLUDES HEAT
& HOT WATER
&

LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE
REAR OF BUILDING
CABLE READY BUILDING

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
617-738-7870

Would you like to earn enough money to
pay your tuition for the year?

Using your contracts at BC and working
out of our real estate office in Brighton
we will show you how to turn part time
work into serious cash flow.
Requirements:
*Automobile
*Ambition
*Attitude

Call today
McDermott Realty Associates, Inc.
787-5851
Ask for Jerry
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Surrealism Displayed
in Visionary States
Continued from p. 8

only in editions of one or two,"
he added.
Kaplan noted the rarity of
such a collection.
"Some of the works that you
will see in the show you simply
do not see elsewhere," Kaplan
said.
Even a collection of works
from the Surrealist period is uncommon in New England muse-

ums.

"There's not a lot of Surrealist art in the Boston area. It
wasn't collected here as in New
York and Paris," Conley said.
"It's somewhat [of] a rare
exhibition for the Boston area,"
he added.
Kaplan began collecting
Surrealist prints in the '70s.
"1 continued to search out
the prints because I felt that they
were the embodiment of an aspect of the artistry which was
not understood or even known,
and I'm pleased to say that as a

result of the exhibiting of these
works," he said.
He added, "This [exhibition] is a one way ticket to the
whole world of Surrealism."
A series of international
films organized by John
Michalczyk, professor and chairperson of the fine arts department, will also accompany this
exhibition.
The series, "The Surrealist
Film and Beyond," will detail
the evolution of the Surrealist
tradition. The series is free and
open to the public.
All films will be screened at
7 p.m. at a campus location to be
announced.
The exhibition will be on
display until May 17.
The McMullen Museum of
Art, located at Devlin Hall, is
open Monday through Friday
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from noon to
5 p.m.
Admission is free and the
exhibit is open to the public.

BC Briefs
Wanted: Volunteers for Substance Abuse

Hotline

The

Massachusetts Substance
Abuse Information and Education Helpline seeks volunteers
to answer the phones for the 24
hour, seven days per week
Helpline. The center is looking
for volunteers who are interested
in committing to at least one fourhour period per week. The
Helpline provides volunteers
with in-service training and support, flexible scheduling, a culturally diverse workplace, wheelchairaccessibility and proximity
to the T (tokens provided). Please
call (617)-536-0501,ext. 201 for
information on how you can become part of this project.

Cecilia Farrel to play

at Barat

House

On

PHOTO COURTESY OF McMULLEN MUSEUM

Bijou et cadre by Joan Miro is on display in Visionary States.

Wednesday, January 28 at
4:00 p.m. in Barat House
the Boston College music department, and Boston College Law
School will present Cecilia
Farrel, who will perform piano
works by Schubert, Tchaikovsky,
Scriabin and Chopin. Barat
House is located on the Newton
Campus, and is wheelchair accessible. The public is welcome.
This concert is free of charge.
For more information call (617)
552-4843.
Next Tea-Time Concert Set for
February 5

Thedepartment

Boston College music
will present
Mark Margolies (clarinet), Karen
Robbins (flute) and Marina
Magazinnik(piano)onThursday,
Feb. 5 at 4:15 p.m. in Gasson
100. The group will be performing contemporary chamber works
including Reiterations for solo
clarinet by BC faculty Margaret
McAllistei. Music at Tea-Time is
a series of informal concerts at
4:15 p.m. and last 45 minutes to
an hour. Tea and cookies are
served before each tea-time concert and the concerts are free of
charge.

Orientation Leaders Needed
for Summer of 1998

The Office

of

the First Year

Experience is looking for
highly motivated and qualified
students who are interested in
becoming orientation leaders for
the Summer of 1998. Interested
students should attend one of the
four information sessions in
Devlin 101. The info sessions
take place on Tuesday, January
20 at 5 p.m., Wednesday, January
21 at 7 p.m., Monday, January 25
at 7 p.m., and Tuesday, January
26 at 7 p.m. Orientation leaders
receive a generous stipend for a
training session, a stipend for
each orientation session, as well
as free Summer housing.

|MHM|tt|ttMj^ii|^^^&:

Can you believe or hex bankr- charere
overspend, a little? How lame is that?
from Bankßoeton
giver you Overdraft.

you a fee every time you
The student Value.package
Protection, BO you're free
to pursue the finer things in life. And you'll save 20% at Papa
Gino's when you show your Bankßoston card, student ID and one
of our coupons.' fo open your Student Value package, stop by your
local branch or call I-800-2-BOSTOW.
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How to Find a Summer Job/

Internship

Get

a head start on looking
for summer positions in a
program from the Career Center.
Learn about resources such as
the Internship Review and the
Internship Exchange. This meeting is required if you wish to
participate in On-Campus Internship Recruiting. The meeting is Wednesday, January 21, at
5 p.m. in Higgins 307.
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Senate Allocates Funds to Asian Caucus
requested between $700 and
$800 for co-sponsorship of the

By Adam Zimmerman
FOR THE HEIGHTS

At their meeting Sunday
night, the UGBC Senate voted
18-3 to allocate $1,000 to Asian
Caucus for their presentation of
Kiache, a song and dance program depicting the lives of Asian
women.

The Asian Caucus originally

event.

compared with the amount allocated to Ignacio Volunteers, who
had recently received $500.

Several senators questioned
members of Asian Caucus regarding other places from which
they might secure the funds.
Senator Jon Marsh, A&S '01,
expressed concern that the
amount of money sought by
Asian Caucus was too great when

After some debate, a motion was made to co-sponsor the
event in the amount of $ 1,000.
Senators voiced their concern that Asian Caucus programming would suffer if funds were
not allocated. Other amounts
were discussed.

The Senate then voted on
the motion and approved the allocation of $1,000.
Other issues included the
state of O'Connell House and
the plans for a beautification
drive to take place in the spring.
Senate Chair Autumn Davis,
A&S '98, announced that there
are currently two open senate
seats that need to be filled. Fresh-

one of these

CJ $F\

to wear

,

you also need a
an®

good SCORE

tAver

When
made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working. To lind oul more, call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
you buy products

ontheMCAT.

ThePrinceton Review- we can't give you abrain

??-?-??

Happy 21st Birthday Jessie! Don't
do anything we wouldn't do! From
Anne, Jeni, JT, Adriana, Lanimal
and Kabibi.

Find out more about GE Careers and Internships

*o

Tuesday, January 27th, 6pm

£>«

CA«V& U<it<<S. G-»-«k.{

Devlin Hall, Room 008

Jack Welch,

tions, as six of the seven current
freshmen senators reside on Upper Campus.
Davis advised all interested
freshmen to contact her to set up
a meeting for Wednesday, January 21.
There will be no Senate
meeting next week.

\u25a0??\u25a0??--\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0?^???\u25a0-^^??????**?^??

or a stethoscope, but we can definitely help you get a
GREAT MCAT score. Call us today to find out how.

flashes daily at GE.

are being sought for the posi-

The Heights
would like
to remind
everyone to
recycle
whenever
possible!

BUY RECYCLE©..

Not only do you need a

men living on Newton Campus

I
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Chairman & CEO

Thomas Edison's innovative spark led to the creation of General Electric more than
100 years ago. The same spark is alive and thriving today. Our people and our team
environment are the primary reasons. We have an open forum a learning culture
without boundaries or barriers. A place where ideas are born, heard, and allowed to
flourish. A place where people are continually exposed to new experiences and worldclass training programs. An equal opportunity employer.
-

-

GE will be on campus providing information relating to Summer Internships and
Leadership Development Programs. Ifyou are a sophomore or juniorin the School of
Management or Arts & Sciences, you'll want to attend and find out what opportunities
GE has to offer. Visit our website: www.gecareers.com
Resume drop for Summer Internships will be during the week of January 26th
Career Center.
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CityScape E-mail: Combating junk E-mail and spammers
E-mail has become an integral part of communication for
all of us. We send messages to
friends and family in lieu of
costly, long-distance phone calls.
Yet many people have decided

By Cleo Bertrand
Marketplace Editor

Athens

Facts:
My Corner
Athens is the political, ecocenter
nomic and cultural
of t
Greece, as well as its capital.
It is situated on the \u25a0Xitn
?

of the

'Net

Anthony C. Tecce

?

tarn

on the mainland, surunded on three sides by mountains and has two streams, the
Kifisos and Iitisos River, run

for profit.

ning through it.
The Parthenon, the most |1
prominent feature of the city,
was built in 560 B.C.
?
Athens is a major European

tisements for some obscure product or service no one has ever

to use this magnanimous service

Certain companies will send
out thousands of junk mail messages to people, usually adver-

*"

commercialand industrial center.
The Acropolis, the mounon which the Parthenon is
situated, has been inhabited

tain

since Neolithic times and was
at one timea petty African stat<
in the mid-ninth centur. th<.
surrounding area and thi m. i
port Piraeus were incorporated

!

to form the city-state of Ath-

ens. It was ruled first by an
oligarchy then by a monarch 1
until the democraticrevolution
of 509 B.C. Athens prospered :
underdemocraticrule until 404
B.C. when it was defeated by
Sparta in the Peioponnesian
War. Athens fell to Rome in
146 B.C. and lost its prominence under Byzantine rule. In
1204, Crusaders madeAthens a A
French feudal duchy. The Ottoman Turks gained coniplcie
control of Athens and the rest
of Greece in 1458. The Greeks
overthrew the Turks in 1821 .1
and Athens was made the capital ofGreece.It was rebuiltand
now holds over three million
people.

Business and Economy:
Athens serves as the center for most of Greece's industrial activity. Products inclucU
textiles, alcoholic beverages,
soap, flour, chemicals, p.ipcr
products, leather and pottery. A
large part of the economy is
dependenton tourism.The currency used is the drachma, with
242 drachmas equalling one
U.S. dollar.The marketplace at
the foot of the Acropolis is one
of the more popular places to
buy souvenirs of the city.
Culture and Entertainment

Athens is a mix of modern
and traditional culture. Visiting the ruins and museums offers tourists a glance into the
city's past. Tragedies and com
edies writtenby Greek authors
are periodically performed
throughout the city. Restaurants
and taverns offer traditional
Greek food and drink. Athens
also offers modern nightclubs
and bars. Most of the shopkeep
ers speak English as well as
Greek,

heard of. They send copy after
copy of their commercial litany
to any unsuspecting user of Email. They usually obtain E-mail
addresses from the newsgroups
on the Usenet or when people
register for an internet sweepstakes.
Companies that send these
messages sometimes offer the
opportunity to write them back

and be removed from this annoying service that was never
subscribed to in the first place. If
no reply is received, or this option is not given at all, they will
continue to send these messages
of enticement to mailboxes on a
regular basis. These people who
deluge others with E-mail are
called "spammers," a term held
over from the Usenet in reference to the Monty Python sketch
entitled "Spam, spam, spam ...."
The only way to interrupt
spammers is to somehow contact the operators of their mailing service, who will usually put
an immediate hold on the
offender's E-mail account until
they can investigate. The
spammers know this and the
matter will often make it as difficult as possible to track themselves down, frequently making
the reply-to address field nonsense, i.e. "phantom@cant.
send.reply." There are evena few
evil entrepreneurs that have created "stealth" E-mail servers,
servers that fill the message headers with random letters, making

it impossible to backtrack a mailing list to its source.
Fortunately, most spammers
are quite unaware of how the
Internet works. When an E-mail
message is sent to someone, the
server makes a connection to the
recipient's server. If that person
has forwarding set up on their
account to send E-mail to a different account, that server will
make a connection to the next
server and put the mail in the
person's mailbox. Few people
realize, when the recipient gets
that message, it has written on it
the path it had to take to get
there. Here is an example of a
path that was on an E-mail I
received from a mailing list I
willingly signed up for:
Received:
from ItwebserverJiveupdate.com
([209.61.85.165]]
by pukeko.bc.edu (8.8.7/8.8.7)
with ESMTP id SAAII6B9B
for <TecceAn@cleo.bcedu>;
Thu, 8 Jan 199818:23:56 -0500
The company who sent it is
liveupdate.com. If I wanted to
complain about someone using

Title: Goldeoeye 007
Category. 3-D Shooter
Distributer: Rare ware
Developer: Ninetendo
Release date: Right now
Price: $69.99
By Patrick M. Morrissey
Asst. Marketplace Editor
"Some time ago, Pirate, a
top secret British combat helicopter was hijacked from a
French war vessel in Monte
Carlo by a Russian mastermind.
007, we want you to recover the
Pirate helicopter and get to the
bottom of the matter. You are
licensed to kill."
This is the plot of Goldeneye 007 for the Nintendo 64
video game system. You play
British secret agent James Bondand your missions will take you
all over the world. In the single
mission mode, the game begins
in the Dam and new missions
appear as Bond passes others. In
total, there are more than 20
individual one-player missions
which vary in difficulty.
Bond is equipped with an

See N64: BOND, p. 12

Cash and Games. What
more cou J dyou want?
Write for Marketplace.
Meetings every Monday at
5:15 p.m., McElroy 113.

liveupdate.com,spam
@liveupdate.com,root@
liveupdate.com, and webmaster
@ liveupdate.com.
In order to access theheader
of an E-mail message, you must
either request that the program
show you the full header, an option that varies from program to
program, or simply save the
message as text, and open it in a
text editor such as Microsoft
Word.

My Corner of the 'Net is an
advice column for all questions
relating to computers or the
Internet. Please send any questions to teccean@cleo.bc.edu.
All of my past articles are kept
on my personal web page at
www2.bc.edu/~teccean/
corner.html.

Career Q &

N64 Review: James Bond

arsenal of 20 weapons that are
used to defeat the Russians. The
PP7 Special Issue is 007"s
weapon of choice, as well as his
starting gun. Bond picks up other
weapons along the way, including sniper rifles, grenade and
rocket launchers, mines and automatic shotguns. He also carries bungee equipment, a bomb
diffuser, a covert modem and a
watch laser at all times.
Bond teams up with a computer programmer named
Natalya Simonova from
Severnaya and 006, Alec
Trevelyan. Together, they fight
the notorious General Arkady
Ourumov, Xenia Onatopp and
other villains.
This game also has a
multiplayer option that allows
two to four players to play against
each other in an exciting game
of search and destroy.
In this mode, the player can
pick one of the many levels, such
as the temple, complex, caves,
stacks or caverns, and it is the
player's job to hunt down opponents and destroy them. Gamers
can choose to be Bond,

their service to send me annoying E-mail messages, 1 would
send a message to their sysop at
or
sysop@liveupdate.com
hostmaster@liveupdate.com.
Most companies maintain many
accounts for complaints and use
generic names, like abuse®

A

Students career and internship questions
answered by career advisors from the Boston College Career Center
'

a senior and have not had any interviews yet. I have not really been interested
in any companies recruiting on campus,
but want to get some experience interviewing. What can I do?
/ am

The Career Center is hosting a Practice Interview Day on
Thursday, February 12. This will
give you the chance to interview
with real employers from industries which do not typically recruit on campus, such as advertising, public relations, science,
radio and social services, as well
as retail, finance and others.
The employers will interview you and then give you feedback on your interviewing skills
and pointers on how to improve.
Even if you have had some interviews, this is a great way to learn
firsthand how you come across
in an interview, and how to be
more effective. Students who
participated in Practice Interview
Day last year said it was very
valuable in helping them gain
confidence in their interviewing
skills.
To participate, bring two
copies of your resume to the
Career Center, room 102, as soon
as possible, and sign up for an
interview in the career field of
your choice. It is that easy, but

the schedules are filling up, so
do it soon!
To make the most of this
Practice InterviewDay, and other
interviews which you will have,
we recommend that you attend
an interview workshop at the
CareerCenter. Check the Career
Page at
Center's Home
www.careercenter.bc.edu for
specific times and dates.
You can also check thehome
page for updates to 'he list of
companies recruiting on campus
this semester. It is not too late to
participate in spring recruiting if
there are organizations which
interest you. This list changes
daily, so be sure to check it frequently.
Practice Interview Day will
help you to get your interviews
offto a good start. Please call us
at 552-3430 or stop by for more
information.
Good luck!
Jean Papalia
Associate Director
Boston College Career Center

Have all your career and internship questions
answered by the BC Career Center! Bring your
questions to McElroy 113 or E-mail them to
campbetc @ be. edit.
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Business Briefs
By Patrick M. Morrissey
Asst. Marketplace Editor

\u25a0

m

On Friday, Microsoft Corpora-,
tion asked an appellate judge to"
"suspend a federal judge from"
B using a Harvard University Law B
\u25a0 School professor as a special"
advisor. Lawrence Lessig was
\u25a0 appointed to take evidence and B
\u25a0report to U.S. District Judge"
Thomas
Jackson
about B
B
\u25a0 Microsoft. Microsoft describes \u25a0
B
\u25a0

"this appointment as "incompat-"
ible with basic principles of,
American jurisprudence." This"
action was taken when Judge
\u25a0Jackson refused to removei
\u25a0Lessig after Microsoft's motion"
,to dismiss the law professor.
B
\u25a0

'Rallies in Asia Spark Raging'
u Hit 11 in Market

\u25a0

,Due

to rallies in the Asian mar-,
and positive earning releases \u25a0
"from high-profile technology"
,companies, the Dow Jones in-,
\u25a0 dustrial average gained 61.78"
points, finishing at 7753.55 at
\u25a0 the closing bell on Friday. Gains \u25a0
\u25a0 in technology, banking and trans- \u25a0
,portalion stocks added to the B
\u25a0 market's momentum.
\u25a0
\u25a0 kets

B

Unrest in Magic Kingdom

,

The College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF) filed a resolu- \u25a0
\u25a0lion on Wednesday asking the"
B Walt Disney Co. to boost the B
\u25a0 independence of its board of di- \u25a0
\u25a0rectors and reign in executive"
\u25a0 salaries. CREF owns 6.9 mil-,
\u25a0 lion, or one percent, of Disney"
shares and hopes that this resolution will "improve the ß
\u25a0company's long-term share-"
B holder value."
"

TexasReaches Settlement with
Tobacco
\u25a0

'

mßig

Late

Friday,
B
\u25a0 proved a $15.3

a federal judge ap- B

billion deal to"
"resolve a lawsuit brought by the"
B state of Texas against the tobacco' B
\u25a0 industry. Texas is the third state"
to sue one of the big tobacco
\u25a0 companies since Florida and B
\u25a0Mississippi reached settlements"
with the industry earlier this year. B
B

'Penny-stock Promoters Plead'
mGuilty

A column by the Investment Club

\u25a0

Gates and Microsoft Want
mLessig Out

Inside Investing

\u25a0

By Brendan Williamson
Heights Staff

People have had more exposure to futures markets than
they give themselves credit for.
Eddie Murphy's Trading Places
is a comedy about the market,
and how it is used to reduce the
rich to poor and elevate the poor
to rich. The Simpsons even get
into the act in the episode when
Millhouse creates a frenzy in the
trading pits and drives the prices
up, but before he can cash in on
his millions, the market has
moved back and he is left with a
tiny fraction of the millions.
To most people, the futures
market seems an enigma in the
financial world. The market is
seen as a confusing game for
high-risk speculators, but in reality it is neither of these. While
speculators play an important
role and can gain huge sums of
money, they are only a part of
the market.
The market provides a place
where producers and users of
goods such as wheat, gasoline,
sugar and gold can decide on
prices in advance. These price

speculators.
There are two sides to every
the long side and the
short side. When one longs a
contract (the bread producer) one
is taking a position as a buyer.
Going short (the farmer) means
taking a position as a seller. It is
one side of these contracts that
contract,

CARE R InFOCUS
Foreign Service

Officer

Description:
As representatives of the U.S.
government, foreign service officers are responsible for establishing and maintaining relations
with other countries and international organizations. They also
advise policy makers on economic and political situations,

and communicate information

mClinton Considers Minimum \u25a0 Earnings:
Beginning officers $24-$33,000;
\u25a0
Wage Hike

\u25a0

mid-level officers $45-$55.000.
High level officers can earn up
\u25a0 President Clinton is thinking of"
to $108,000 per year, while
proposing an increase in the cur-"
chiefs of mission make up to
\u25a0 rent $5.15-an-hour minimum \u25a0
$140,000.
\u25a0wage despite likely Republican"
Two years ago, a
B opposition.
Additional Information:
\u25a0 deeply divided Congress raiseda
U.S. Department of State
\u25a0the minimum wage by 90 cents-"
Foreign Service Recruitmenl DiB an-hour. Sen. Edward Kennedy,
vision
"(D-Mass) wants to raise the cur-"
Box
9317
"rent wage to $7.25 in stages over" Arlington,
VA 22219
\u25a0 the next five years.
\u25a0
(703)-875-7490

N64: Bond
Continued from p. 11

speculators buy as they try to
predict how the markets will respond to things that effect the
product that is traded, such as
droughts, famine, el Nino and
war. If speculators feel the price
is going up. they longs the future. They do the opposite if they
feel the market price is going
down.
A great deal of the futures
contracts are created by speculators, which are beneficial in creating a market that is easier to
enter and leave, and has a more
accurate representation of the
factors that determine the price.
A popular misconception is that
somehow these speculators are
cheating the public or the producers. One should remember
that every dollar a speculator
gains comes from the pocket of
the speculator on the other side
of the contract.
While it is easy to get caught
up in the excitement and money
of futures markets, it is important to remember that these markets contain advantages for both
the speculators and the producers, and each is dependent on the
other.

The Investment Club meets every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

about the U.S. to other countries.
Leonard
and
Ruge
Theodore,
B
Education:
\u25a0 Heitzman pleaded guilty last\u25a0
Minimum of a bachelor's degree
\u25a0Thursday to federal charges"
is required. Fields of study: U.S.
B which linked them to a penny- B
and world history, political sci\u25a0 stock scandal. They admitted to"
ence, economics, foreign lanbribing brokers to push shares of"
guage and business and public
\u25a0 small companies. The two men B
administration.
\u25a0pleaded guilty to six counts of"
wire fraud and com- , Internships:
B conspiracy,
State Department, U.S. Informa\u25a0 mercial
bribery. Ruge anda
\u25a0Heitzman face a maximum of" tion Agency, Department of
Commerce or Department ofAgfive years in prison and a fine of B
B
riculture
\u25a0 $250,000.
\u25a0

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0a

decisions are called forward contracts, where for example, a
farmermay agree to sell 100,000
bushels of wheat sometime in
the future for $ 10,000 to a bread
producer. This forward contract
allows the farmer to know, even
before he plants his fields, that
he can sell his crop and for what
price, thus removing a significant amount of risk and allowing
him to focus on farming.
It is from these simple forward contracts that futures markets evolved. An important step
was to standardize the forward
contract, as in the case of gold.
There are specific dates throughout the year when the gold must
be delivered in contract sizes of
100 troy ounces. This standardization allows contracts to be
traded easily between many different users, producers and

THE HEIGHTS

Devlin 010.

Xenia, Jaws, Odd Job or several
other characters.
There are eight different
game scenarios possible with
multiplayer mode. Players can
play "You Only Live Twice,"
"The Man With The Golden
Gun" or "Licensed To Kill,"
where every shot by any weapon
is fatal.
Goldeneye is compatible
with the Nintendo Rumble Pack,
which shakes thecontroller when
Bond shoots or is being shot at.
The graphics in this game
are top notch, its enemies are
very life-like, and the actual levels are very detailed. The game
runs smoothly and the complex
missions challenge the player.
Unfortunately, beating this
game is not the hardest part. The
real challenge is finding it in the
stores. During Christmas, a nationwide shortage made it almost
impossible to find. Most stores
have been sold out of Goldeneye
since Christmas, and it is still
uncertain when the game will
become available.
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Places to visit on the World Wide Web
By Patrick M. Morrissey
Asst. Marketplace Editor
1. Prison Pen Pals. Make

a new friend today by sending
e-mail to an inmate currently
serving time in prison.

www.prisonpenpals.com
2. CD Now. Looking for
the new Will Smith album?
Visit the world's largest online music store. With a major
credit card virtually any compact disc from any genre of
music can be shipped to you
overnight, www.cdnow.com
3. Earth's Biggest Bookstore. Peruse the world's largest bookstore of 2.5 million
titles online and growing.
www. amazon. com

4. College Jeopardy
Online. Do you like Jeopardy?
Log on to this site today to test
your skills against other col-

lege students. The category is
www.station.sony.com/
collegejeopardy
5. John Bartlett's Quotations Online. Looking for a
quote by a famous person about
Shakespeare? Quotations on virtually every subject are available with a few clicks of the

fun!

mouse,

www.columbia.edu/acis/

bartleby/bartlett
6. Dave Matthews Band
Set Warehouse. Looking for a
DMB setlist? This page has every Dave Matthews concert since
the band was in existence.
www.panthenon.yale.edu/
~mmcc lure/warehouse

7. Free Tibet. Did you see
Seven Years in Tibet or Red Corner? Want to learn more about
the situation in Tibet? Visit
www.tibet.org
8. Grateful Dead. Learn
more about the legacy of Jerry

Garcia and about the greatest
travelling band of all-time.
www.dead.net
9. Boston.com. The city of
Boston is at your fingertips. Find
out what is going on in Boston
tonight or learn more about
Boston's long and glorious history. www.boston.com
10. My Excite Channel.
Design your own personal
webpage with Excite. Have national and world news, sports
scores, stock quote, comic strips
and even your horoscope
delievered straight to your
browser, my.excile.com
11. The Heights Online.
Learn more about what is going
on at Boston College. This site
features news, sports, business
and feature stories from your
favorite student newspaper.
Don't forget the police blotter!
www.bcheights.com
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Arizona change is a cause for celebration
By Anne Weissmueller
HEIGHTS STAFF

With Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.'s
birthday upon us. many events have
sprung up to commemorate the great civil
rights activist. Yet just as King's life and
teachings faced some opposition, so has
the holiday created to honor him. Though
today all 50 states recognize the holiday,
this was not the case as recently as five
years ago.
Until 1993, Arizona was the only
state that did not declare Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day a statewide holiday. In fact.
the decision to finally recognize it as a
state-wide holiday is largely due to
Arizona's 1991 Super Bowl bid. Because
of the success of their football team, Arizona hoped to host the Super Bowl of

1991.
Since Arizona was the only state
which still did not recognize Martin
Luther King. Jr. Day, the Super Bowl
selection committee was reluctant to grant
their bid.
In a move to instate the holiday,
residents were asked to go to the polls to
vote for it. After the holiday was rejected
twice by the general populace, Arizona's
Super Bowl bid was passed over. Instead
of going to Arizona, the Super Bowl was
played in Pasadena, California.
InArizona, outrage erupted. In addition to angry football fans, entertainers
and conventioneers planning stays in the
state canceled their reservarions in an
outcry against the measure. Adding irony
to the situation, the Rodney King beating
surfaced the same day that the commission voted to move the Super Bowl to the

WWW.SEATTLETIMES.COM/MLK/HOLIDAY.HTML

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day has been in the United States for over a decade.

southern California location.
Racial tension abounded. In an effort to rectify the events surrounding the
holiday, politicians in Arizona brought
the bill before the population once again.
Two years later, the holiday was approved
with a 61 percent approval rate.
Many tried to downplay the incident,
claiming that Arizona is still the only
state whose citizens approved the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day holiday on their
own, rather than through legislative or
executive decisions.
Today, many schools excuse their
students from classes to observe the holiday nationwide. Many companies and
businesses also give annual paid vacations in celebration. Furthermore, one can
find traces of the commemorative spirit
in the on-going international contests in
the great African American leader's name.
Here at Boston College, finalists were
already chosen for the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial Scholarship. After writing
an essay on the meaning of his dream, and
the intention to carry out this dream here
at BC and beyond, the chosen finalists
underwent an interview process.
The scholarship, designed for African American juniors attending BC, consists of an 85 percent aid plan for the
winner's senior-year tuition. The winner
will be announced on Wednesday. February 17.
The state of acceptance envisioned
by Martin Luther King, Jr. can be reached
only through hard work and determination. One measure at a time, act by act, we
seek to commemorate the leaders who
brought our nation and society to its
present position.

The tattoo for those with a fear of commitment
By Anne Marie Borrego
HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

The student's mother had always told

her never to get a tattoo.
"Why would you want to do that to
your body?" she would often question
after her daughter had expounded on how
cool it would be to have her favorite
band's name permanently attached to the
left cheek of her derriere.
Indeed, there are some
flaws in having a tiny a
needle imbed paint into \u25a0*
|fe one's skin. The pain
Wk and, much more i§H|

than that, the permanence of it all are
what finally deterred the student from
going under the needle, so to speak. And
if that wasn't enough, the Massachusetts
law against tattooing was certain to keep
anyone un-willing to travel to Rhode
from having one done.
Island
ut a
s not ' ost f° r 'hose
w °Jmm
have wanted a

As she gingerly placed the green
mixture into the cake decorator (which
enables her to be exact with her art), Bree
explains that she has been professionally
painting with henna for about a year. An
artist who often paints dancers and performance artists, Bree has dabbled in body
painting for years now. "Now, I'm actually trying to find non-toxic kinds of
body paints," she said.
Before she begins to paint on the
client's hand, Bree instructed her to smell
the henna
mixture.
"It's very

?The Urban Explorer:

fimt

the pain or the perma-

nence. Artist Maria Bree of
Allston's Rites of Passage is a
master at the ancient art of Mehndi
body design, also known as henna tattoos.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/
ROB DESANTO

wide array of body piercing.
The Allston Mall is an eclectic mix
of stores on the second floor of a inconspicuous storefront in Allston. In fact, the
most distinctive marker for the mall is the
giant fluorescent Joe Camel billboard
across the street. Walking up the rickety
stairs, one can find any one of a number
of advertisements: "Guitarist Wanted,"
"Futon for Sale," or "Spiritualist available." Aside from Rites of Passage, the
"mall" is also inhabited by the Suffolk
County
Constable,
Sputnik
(an antique clothing store), and the remnants of
Radio Free Allston.
Next to a grouping of couches that
are usually inhabited by shopkeepers or
friends is Rites of Passage. Inside, Bree is
accompanied by her dog, Lady, who is
along for the ride.
The first order of business for the
interested patrons is to select a design
from Bree's many intricately detailed
notebooks. Of course, customers are also
encouraged to bring in their own designs
if they wish.
Once the design has been selected,
Bree leads her clients back into the henna
room, a tiny room filled with artwork by
Ram and an antique gynecologist's chair
with stirrups included, where the clients
sit.
Atop a metal stand lie Bree's tools: a
Tupperware box filled with green goop
(which the client later learned was henna),
a paintbrush, a sticky mixture of lemon
and sugar, and a cake decorator. Bree
must create the henna mixture the night
before. She adds, among other ingredients, citrus oils, rose and sandalwood.

Tucked away in the Allston Mall on
Brighton Avenue, this tiny boutique is
perfect for anyone interested in body
modification. Not only does it offerhenna
tattoos, Rites of Passage also offers a

aromatherapeu-

tic," Bree explained. Its warming and
moist energy attracted Gurus in India,
who have used it to aid in psychic abilities, or clairvoyance. It has also been
used for medicinal purposes for centuries, curing ailments like jaundice, headaches and excessive perspiration. Most
Westerners associate henna with its dying agent, often used in coloring hair and
cloth.
"At Indian weddings," Bree detailed,
"The women getting married wear the
henna on the bottom and the top of their
hands. Those women attending the wedding use the henna only on the top."
Today, her client was told to sit absolutely still, so that Bree could paint a
traditional Indian design on the palm of
her hand. Starting at the wrist, Bree
slowly squeezed the mixture from the
metal tip of the cake decorator. "It's not
clogging," she explained, "Because I've
started to sift the henna more." Bree has
spent a great deal of time developing her
precise mixture in order to obtain the

See HENNA, p. IS
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Naptime in class is a tiresome ordeal

Week
the
for
Bets
Best

By Shireen Zaman
FOR THE

What; Rustic Overtones
Where: O'Conneil House
When: Tuesday, January 20 at

Rusiic Overtones, a boston-based band, brings their
unique brand of rock n roll to
Boston College. The show is
being heldatO'Conneli House
on Upper Campus. Bring your
friends andyour dancing shoes,
but leave your money at home,
because the concert is free for
students. Call 552-4310 for

more information.

HEIGHTS

Some people like to do it in
Devlin 008, others prefer
McGuinn 121 or Fulton 511.
There are some Boston College
students who are talentedenough
to do it on the wooden desks of a
regular classroom. But all that
most need to fall asleep in class
is the soothing hum of overhead
lights and the monotonous voice
of a professor.
Almost every college student has either fallen asleep in
class or amused themselves by
observing a napping classmate.
Large lecture classes, often held
in rooms with padded chairs, are
infamous for being a prime time
for dozing.
Students often get away
with sleeping during lecture
classes because there are too
many students for the professor
to notice. Sleeping in a smallersized class involves much more
risk, but still frequently occurs.
Professors are more aware
of the problem than students may
think. Susan Averna, GSOE '01,

The art exhibition features
over 120prints from 23 artists,
including works from Salvador Dalj and Pablo Picasso.
The works are drawn from the
collection of New York publisher Gilbert Kaplan. Vision
ur\ Slates' marks the first tune
selections frontthe Kaplan collection have toured

What: Guster
Where: WPI (Alden Memorial Hall) in Worchester, MA.
When: Friday, January 23

who teaches Family, School and
Society and other traditionally
small classes, said that she would
"definitely notice" if a student
fell asleep. Instead of trying to
wake the sleeping student up
herself, Averna
said that she
would
"try
making a funny
comment about
them to the
class, and hope
their laughter
would wake
[the sleeping

ing for holes in their eyelids."
The busy academic and social lives of college students are
no doubt a huge factor in their
constant fatigue.

"Most of the
time Vm not

tired, or even
bored, but

student] up."
On
the

other hand,
Professor Tho-

mas Seyfried,

sometimes I just
can't keep my
eyes open."

?Steve
who teaches
General Biology, a large lecture class, said
that he would
"definitely" wake up a napping
student. He said, jokingly, he
believes that students who appear to be sleeping during his
class are sometimes "just check-

Massimi,
A&S '01

Students
have hectic
days filled
with classes,
volunteering,
work, meetings and practices, all contributing to
late nights.
Whether up all
night cramming for a test,
writing a paper, partying,
or just hanging out with
their friends,
students find it
difficult to
their
keep
eyes open the

next day.

Boring and monotonous
classes seem to only add to already heavy eyelids. Steve
Massimi, A&S '01, knows this
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2:14 a.m.
A patrol officer
observed a Massachusetts Taxi
speeding through the St. Ignatius
lot. A check of the vehicle
yielded no warrants. The driver
was issued a citation and was
sent on his way.
?

2:15 a.m.

?

Control received

an anonymous complaint of a
male vomiting over the cement

wall by the seminary. The caller
was concerned the male might
pass out in the cold weather.
Officersresponded and observed
the intoxicated male. The subject was transported to the infirmary for observation.

3:00 a.m.? A report was filed
on a vehicle plate that did not
match its registration.
Officers observed a
3:48 a.m.
male in dark clothing and a
leather jacket go up behind the
bushes on the Beacon Street side
of Carney Hall. The suspect
was identified as a graduate student.
?

11:36 p.m.? Officers observed
a running car in the fire lane
behind Rubenstein Hall. A check
showed that the car was registered to a Boston College student.The owner was notified and
removed the vehicle.
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concentrate.

A serious sleep disorder
called narcolepsy is characterized by a lack of the ability to
resist falling asleep, no matter
how many hours they slept the
previous night. Often these periods of sleep occur at random
times such as while driving, eating lunch or during typical conversations.
However, most students
don't have to worry about falling asleep during dinner at
Lower. The constant fatigue and
occasional naps during class experienced by many college students can be cured by simply
getting a few more hours of sleep
at night.

1:04 a.m.

?

A suspicious per-

son was reported harassing fe-

7:24 p.m.
A phone call was
made reporting a strong odor of
marijuana on the first floor of
Gonzaga Hall. Officers responded to the call and located
the suspected room. They confiscated a small amount of contraband.
?

January 11, 1998

8:33 p.m.?A Resident reported
that his wallet was stolen from

2:08

his room in Walsh Hall during
the winter break. The wallet had
already been recovered by an
MBTA police officer at the
Reservoir "T" stop.

a.m.
A male was observed by officers stumbling toward Rubenstein Hall. The subject was stopped and transported
to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
?

Feature Photos

Newton Campus. The occupants
were food delivery personnel
from a local service who appeared to be resting.

January 9, 1998
2:47 p.m.
Officers promptly
responded to a report of a dangerous chemical spill at the
Merkert Chemistry Center.
Safety officers responded along
with the Boston Fire Department,
?

January 10, 1998

males in the area of Vanderslice
Hall. Officers located the suspect and determined that he had
no legitimate business at Boston
College. A trespass warning was
issued to the subject and he was
escorted from campus.

who then summoned the Hazmat
Cleanup Company. Merkert
Chemistry Center was quickly
evacuated and immediately secured.
2:47 p.m.
A report was filed
on a student who refused medical treatment after being struck
with some of the chemical spill
in the Merkert Chemistry Cen?

8:50 p.m.
A report was filed
regarding a spectator who fell
and hit his head at a Boston College hockey game.
?

It may be a trek to
Worchester, but Guster will
make your trip worthwhile.
This up-and-coming local band
has played to sold out crowds
throughout the area, including
a Halloween concert attended
by many BC students. The
show is for all ages and costs
$8 forthe general public. Doors
open at 7 p.mVFor more information, call (505) 831-5509.

all too well. He confessed to falling asleep several times while
his professors were lecturing. He
claimed, "Most of the time I'm
not tired, or even bored, but
sometimes I just can't keep my
eyes open."
Constant fatigue is a common and sometimes serious problem. It can result in poor academic performance, irritability,
anxiousness and the inability to

Police Blotter

What: Visionary States: Sur-

realist Prints from The Gilbert
Kaplan Collection
Where: Ihe McMullen Museum ot Art at Boston College
When: January 18 through

:;
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ter.

9:46 p.m.

An officer checked
on a suspicious automobile in
the lot of the Quonset Hut on
?

Compiled by Adam Smith, for
the Heights.

of the Week:

THE LONG AND SLIDING ROAD

\u25a0\u25a0

What: The View
Where: Harper's Ferry on
Brighton Aye.
When: Thursday, January 22
at 9:30 p.m.
Marl the weekend earl)
with The View. This funk and
jazz hand features members ol
Flip Tunle, Beaten Path and
Wet Stew, The show will also
feature Rustic Overtones.

What: Downhill skiing and
snowboarding
Where: Area resorts, including Sunday River, Okemo,
KillingtOn, Stratton, Sugarbush
and Stowe
\\ hen: Whenever you can
;ju

I

Greg Shea, '01 and Josh Rollins,'ol begin their death defying run. . .

Their speed builds, adrenaline takes over . ..

The snow has finally
fallen, and more is on the way.
Now is the perfect time to get
out of Boston and headfor the
hills. Most of these areas are in
Vermont, but Massachusetts
also has its fair share of great
skiing. For more information
about upcoming BC Ski Club
trips, call 655-0895.
Contact Features

at

552-222 I.

Lacking breaks, they get by with a little help from their friends.

Jesse Perillo, '01 and Peter Grow, '01 stop the pair like a brick wall.
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Rites of Passage paints a new vision of body art
Continued from p. 13

perfect consistency.
Bree explains that experimenting with henna was a natural progression. "I've been interested in it for a while," Bree
said as she gingerly placed tiny

ovals on the palm of her client's
left hand.
"I started researching, and I
basically found nothing," she
sighed. What Bree did find was
enough to include on an informational sheet that she gives to
her clients as they leave.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/
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At Indian weddings, women often wear henna on their hands.

Adorned with designs much like
the ones she paints on her customers, the pamphlet explains
the history, traditions and care
of the Mehndi.
"It's estimated that the art is
between three and five thousand
years old," she said, before her
friend from Sputnik comes in to
inquire about the prices of antique purses. The mall behaves
as a-kind of community, and all
of its merchants seem very close.
Bree is quite gentle with her
clients to ensure they are comfortable. For this particularpalm,
the actual time spent in the chair
reached nearly two-and-a-half
hours. However, rhe aroma from
the henna mixture is so intoxicating that it can lull clients into
their own state of nirvana.
The artist recounted a story
of a series of designs that took
her over 15 hours. The frustrating part for Bree was that someone else had negotiated the price,
and her many hours of labor only
accounted for $ 100. The price of
her designs vary depending on
their ir'ricacy and size.
Bree is seeing all kinds of
people, from businessmen who
work downtown to high school
students. "And, yes I do freaks,"
she giggles. The trend is catching on, but many do not understand what is entailed in the creation of the designs.
"A lot of people ask me if it
hurts. And [painful] is the last
thing that it is. It's very
aromatherapeutic, and it has a
lot of conditioning qualities for
the skin" Bree explained.

Before she finishes the design, Bree paints a top coating of
lemon and sugar that makes the
greenish design appear shiny. Its
sticky texture lasts until the paste
dries. She recommends that the
henna stay on as long as possible. "The color and the length
of time it lasts depends on how
long you can keep it on." she
said. Leaving it on overnight is
her most common suggestion.
"Usually it chips off in your
bed, and it feels like bread
crumbs and that can be annoying," she added with a smirk.
That night, after walking
around all afternoon with the
gook on her hand, the client
crawled into bed. The next morning, her favorite teddy bear had
the sticky remnants of the paste
on his belly. They were very
much like bread crumbs. And
yes, they were annoying, but not
so annoying as to take away from
the beauty of her new, but not
...
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Outside the bay windows,
crowds of people scurry down

Newbury Street through a wintry mix of snow and rain. Inside,
Mike Custer, A&S '00, smokes
his cigar, wondering whether to
play chess or backgammon. Finally, he decides to do neither
and stays put, not wanting to
give up his seat on the leather

couch near the windows.
Such is life at Cigar Masters, a cigar bar located at 176
Newbury Street. Cigar Masters
has a coffeehouse-like atmosphere, but specializes' in
Macanudos
instead
of
cappuccinos. "It's a cool change
from the usual BC scene," Custer
said.
For many, the allure of a
cigar bar is not merely the cigars, but the surroundings. 'It's
a place to enjoy good company,
good conversation, and to relax

gar Masters is a sophisticated

establishment.
"It has a certain classiness
you generally don't see at a typical BC bar," said Amanda
Brodish, A&S '00.
But the proprietors of Cigar
Masters know that sophistication alone doesn't fill a bar.
That's why they have one of the
largest walk-in humidors in the
Boston

area.
Prices
for

single
cigars

range
from
$2., to

constructed humidor.
After walking through the
humidor and selecting a cigar,
patrons of Cigar Masters often
visit the bar. Like the humidor,
the Cigar Masters bar has a large
variety, especially of wines,
which they offer by the glass or

bottle.
With drinks in hand, customers don't mill around, shoulder to
shoulder, like

"It's a cool change
from the usual BC
scene"
?

Mike Custer, A&S '00

$20.

"They have a great selection because they 're almostexclusively
a cigar bar," Crowley said.
For the serious cigar
smoker, Cigar Masters provides
lockers inside the humidor to
to good music," said Steve store a personal collection. For
Crowley, A&S '00. "Itjusthasa $250 to $500 per year, patrons
great laid-back atmosphere."
can rent the enclosed cubby
With dark lighting and wood holes, complete with a personalpaneling throughout the bar, Ci- ized name-plate, in the all-pine

Instead,
they re-

cline in
co m

-

fortable
chairs,
usually around chess or backgammon tables. The favorite spot
in the bar, however, is the large
leathercouches which offer customers a beautiful view of
Newbury Street.
Because of the growing

popularity of cigar smoking, Ci-

gar Masters attracts an eclectic
crowd. It is one offew bars in the
area where college students can

Over the Counter Culture
Notts.

in most

bars.

sy
'

Best Bets
for the

Super Bowl
The biggest game of the year is
a big lime for great take-out.

Anna's Taqueria/ 739-7300:
From appetizers $aelr; as chips
and guacamole to quesadillas
and the infamous Super Burrito,
Anna's is a great choice for
south of the border flavor.

Big Burrito/ 562-0440:

Big Burrito will accomodateany
order, large or small. Burrito
party platters are available for
\
any size party.

Bill's/ 964-1116:
Bill'soffers a wide variety, ranging from salads, subs and pasta
to

pizza and buffalo wings.

permanent, tattoo.

Rites of Passage
107 Brighton Aye.
Allston, MA 02134
(617)783-1918

Bluestone Bistro/ 254-8309:
Bluestone Bistro offers a large
selectionof Italianfavorites, including pizza, calzones and specialties such as vegetarian lasagna and shrimp and scallop

fettucint.

/

Dragon City/787-5030:
Grab a "Soup-er Bowl" of
Wonton Soup for the game.
Dragon City also offers great
Chinese entrees and side orders.
Eagles Deli and Restaurant/

731-3232:

Newbury cigar bar is, in a word, smokin'
By Marty Senn

Take-Out:

:

THE HEIGHTS

hob-nob with business and community leader's. The diversity in
patrons is one of the many reasons people return to the cigar

bar.
"It's not the kind of crowd
you'll seepartyinginthe mods,"
said David Schopfer, A<kS '00,
"but that's part ofwhat makes it
such an interesting place."
Although Cigar Masters has
an intellectual ambiance, the bar
also sports a pair of TVs, so
there's no need to miss a big
gameat the expense of enjoying
a cigar.
Between ariveting gameof
chess on the tables and
SportsCenter on the TV, there
are many reason to return to
Cigar Masters. Chris Peterson,
A&S '00, added that "the leggy

European waitress" alone is a
reason to return.

While the health benefits
still questionable, people continue to

of cigar smoking are

walk out of the cold and into
Cigar Masters. "It's warm, it's
comfortable, and most of all,"
said Brodish, explaining why
she frequents the cigar bar, "I
love to smoke cigars."

jeremyYuenger
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Home of the famous one-pound
Godzilla Burger, Eagles Deli
also offers soups, salads, and
sandwiches, Party platters are

available.
Five-Star Cookie Company/
783-8833:
A great post-game snack! FiveStar Cookie Company offers a

wide range of cookies deli\ ered
hot. Don't forget the milk and
Ben & Jerry's ice cream.

MoogyW 254-8114:
Moogy's has a targe variety of
sandwiches, both hot and cold.
They also offer hoagies by the
foot and party platters.
Roggle's/ 566-1880:
A popular BC restaurant,
Roggie's also oilers pizza,
Wings and subs for take-out or
delivery
Sunset

Grill and Tap/ 438-

-8802:
Great choice lot sandwiches.
fajitas and quesadillas. Don't
forget Meltdown Mudslide Pie
or Boston Banana Cream Pie

Wing-It/ 783-BIRD:
Wing-It is offering platter specials for the big game; be sure to
call early for delivery! Boneless platters, as well as regular
platters, are available for parties of ten to 25 people.
Wings Express/ 783-9464:
Another great choice forfingerfood lovin' footballfans. Many
platter sizes and flavors are
available.

Rememberthat this is a big time
for take-out orders, so don't
wait until the last minute!
MK:\. :'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0':\u25a0
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Compiled by Laure -Rakvic,
Heights Editor
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therefast. Creative, ambitious and smart.
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Our Executive Training Program gives
you that opportunity. It is designedfor

college graduates who want to stand
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Merchandise Distribution
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know where they're going and want to get

Self-starters who seize opportunity and
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Management Information
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the academic world to the business world,
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Mark Eagles take two from Providence
Cautela
By Alan Pisano
HEIGHTS STAFF

On Sports
As I watched the final seconds tick away in the women's
basketball team's victory over
Notre Dame, I had a startling
revelation. The Boston College I
once knew has been reinvented
for me. When i came here three
years ago, 1 thought there were
Only two teams worth watching
on the Heights, those being the
football and men's basketball
teams,

Since I have been a student
at BC, the football team hasn't

been to a bowl game once. They
have tost all three years to Notre
Dame* and none of the contests
have been close. You begin to
realize the differencebetween a
big-time programlike ND, and a
pretender like BC when you see
a 100 percent fan increase when
a well-known team comes to
play. A school like Florida State
packs fans in regardless of
whether they'replaying Central
Florida or Miami. I've seen numerous quarterback controversies, a gambling scandal and an
inept coaching staff. While
tilings are definitely on the rise
with Tom O'Brien in charge, my
football experience thus far has
been

disappointing.

As forthe basketball team, I
was fortunate to experience two
great years with Scoonie Perm
and the boys. We went to two
NCAA tournaments, which in my
opinion is the best event in college sports, and even won a Big
East title. Then, our second fiasco in less than a year hit when
the Jim O'Brien/Admissions
feud went public. In one fell
swoop, we lost what would have
been a top five recruiting class.
Our starting point guard, and the
coach who had led us from the
bottom of the Big East to the

title.
While Al Skinner has done
a tremendous job with the players he has to work with this year,
it's hard not to think of what
might have been. I think the biggest losers in the whole dismantling of the team were Duane

Woodward, Antonio Granger and
Mickey Curley. These guys
moved up in the system for three
years, put in hard work and even
suffered through the horrible post

Curley-Eisley-HuckabyAbrham season. Their shot at
repeating as Big East Champions, as well as the chance to
make a serious run in the NCAA
tournament, was taken away
faster than the student tickets for
the University of Connecticut
game.
So instead of watching the
prime-time sports receive national attention, I have seen the
rise of some of the less supported
sports to the point where they
grab the headlines. The men's
ice hockey team is a national
power and has been the most
exciting of the men's sports

See CAUTELA, p. 20

One word can sum up the
Boston College hockey team's
weekend series against Providence: domination. Superior defense by the Eagle players and
superb goaltending by freshman
Scott Clemmensen led the Eagles
past the Friars, 6-0, on Friday,
and 8-0 on Saturday. Surprisingly enough, this was supposed
to be a tough series for BC, on a
weekend when all of the
HOCKEY EAST
leaders
clashed. Coming into Friday
night's game at Conte Forum,
BC had a record of 12-6-3, almost identical to Providence's
12-6-1 mark. Providence, who
won the HOCKEY EAST title
just two years ago, came into the
game two points behind BC in
the standings.
On Friday night, PC didn't
seem to be ready for the Eagles'
offensive attack. BC's defense
also came to play, and extended
the Friar's scoring drought to
two games. At Providence, many
expected their offense to come
alive, but Clemmensen blanked
them once again. The BC
netminder tied a HOCKEY
EAST record for recording three
consecutive shutouts, and tied
the BC record for shutouts in a
season with four.
including the two scoreless
periods against Boston University last week, Clemmenson has

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIME

Scott Clemmensen has recorded three straight shut-outs, tying a BC record.
recorded 11 straight scoreless pesuccess hasn't just been because Maine last weekend, the Eagles'
riods. Clemmensen maintains
of me. Ourteam defense has been
captain made sure BC would get
that his recent hot streak is not a
on theboard. Reasoner and freshplaying great."
Eagle goalie

coincidence. "After the first period of the BU game, 1 changed
my style a bit. I'm a stand-up
goalie, and I haven't been going
down as much since then. Our

On Friday, BC's leading
scorer, Marty Reasoner, completed a shot on goal at the eightminute mark of the first period.
After BC's scoreless game with

man sensation Brian Gionta
moved in on a two-on-one

against Friar

goalie Boyd

See PROVIDENCE, p. 20

Last second shot nets basketball win
By Adam Hughes
FOR THE

HEIGHTS

The Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame (11-5, 5-3) came to Silvio
O. Conte Forum Saturday night
to take on the Boston College
woman's basketball team. More
than 3,100 fans came to root for
the Eagles (11-5, 6-2) against
the Irish, who were riding an
eight game winning streak, and
were tied for second in the Big
East 6. The only meeting of the
year between these two teams
turned out to be a classic game
which saw nine ties and 16 lead
changes before sophomore guard
Cal Bouchard hit a running layup
at the buzzer to claim victory.
BC was coming off a Big
East win over Rutgers on
Wednesday, 75-65, in which
Bouchard had 28 points, six rebounds and three steals. She shot
9-10 from the field, 6-7 from
three-point range and 4-5 from
the free throw line. Overall, BC
shot 55 percent from the field
and played good defense against
Rutgers all night. The Eagles also
got 13 points from center
Whitney Steele and senior Kirn
Beezer added nine points and
five boards.
The Eagles started the game
against Notre Dame fired up, but
took over two minutes to open
the scoring when junior forward
Paula Bocso hit a 12-foot jump
shot on a pass from Bouchard.
Both teams had trouble settling
into their offense. Even so, BC
retained the lead for the majority

Jamie Cournoyer launches
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a jumper against Rutgers
of the half, relinquishing it only
more than two points. Tough
three times, and never trailed by
man-to-man defense and all out

hustle in the first half by the
Eagles caused 12 Irish turnovers
and held Notre Dame's star guard
Mollie Peirick to 10 points.
Notre Dame kept the game
close by out-rebounding BC, 22-16, and converting on five of six
free throws. BC had trouble containing Ruth Riley, the Irish's
65" freshmen center, who had
10 points and six rebounds in the
first half. Riley was the Big East
co-rookie of the week last week,
scoring 27 points and grabbing
12 rebounds against West Virginia. BC head coach Cathy
Inglese said of Riley, "We had
some trouble defending against
her size. She's a good player,
and will only get better."
However, Riley ran into foul
trouble, picking up her second
of the half with five minutes left
to play. With Riley on the bench,
BC had a great opportunity to
extend their 24-21 lead before
halftime, but Peirick caught fire,
scoring six of Notre Dame's last
10points to keep the game close.
Tied at 31 with 21 seconds left in
the half, Bouchard brought the
ball up the court, penetrated the
lane, and kicked it out to senior
captain Aimee McGuire who
squared up and drained a three
pointer-at the buzzer. McGuire's
basket gave BC a 34-31 lead and
a huge momentum boost heading into the locker room.
Bouchard commented after the
game, "Aimee really stepped up
and showed great leadership.

See NOTRE DAME, p. 20
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Ice hockey looks to improve
By Ari Foley
HEIGHTS STAFF

Flutie signs with Bills
The Buffalo Bills will be without a former Boston College head
coach next season, but have also asked a former BC quarterback to
join the team. After head coach Mary Levy retired last week,-he was
quickly replaced by the Bills' current defensive coordinator Wade
Phillips. Phillips' first move was to fire offensive coordinator and
former BC head coach Dan Henning. A replacement for Henning
has not yet been named.
Former Tortonto Argonauts' quarterback Doug Flutie has re-

portedly agreed to a two-year contract with the Bills. The Buffalo
News reported that Flutie was to approve a two-year deal that would
give him a base salary of $300,000, the minimum for an NFL
veteran, and a signing bonus of about $50,000.
Jack Mula, Flutie's agent, said he would not comment on the
financial aspects or the length of the contract.
The 5' 10" Flutie, the 1984 Heisman Trophy winner for BC, is
due to return home this week from Hawaii to make the contract
official. Flutie will contend for the starting quarterback position
next year with current Bills' quarterback ToddCollins and Alex Van
Pelt.

Maye gets one more year
A six-time MVP in the Canadian league, Flutie failed in previous NFL chances with Chicago and New England from 1986 through
1989.
Accordingto a rulingty the NCAA, BC linebackerBrian Maye
has been granted an extension to complete his final year of football
eligibility. Maye will finish his BC career next season under Coach
Tom O'Brien.
The NCAA extended Maye's eligibility based on a seasonending knee injury he suffered against Michigan in the third gameof
the '95 season. Maye was granted a medical hardship waiver, but a
neck injury prevented Maye from utilizing this waiver in '97.

Maye has recorded 175 tackles in 29 games at BC. He had a Big

East-best 91 tackles in 1996, before being sidelined in the eighth
game of the season.

Home Sports Schedule for
January 19-25

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute's 62 stops in net could
not hold off the Eagle's attack,
as the Boston College Women's
Ice Hockey team pummeled the
Engineers with a 13-2 victory at
Kelley Rink on January 7.
Starring for the Eagles were
junior Genevieve Missirlian, senior Ryan Mac Leod and freshman Jen Buckley. Each of the
women netted hat tricks, combining for nine of the 13 goals.
Commenting on the scoring
explosion. Buckley said "it
wasn't too much of a challenge,"
adding, "it was nice to win."
This victory was only the
second of the season. The squad
is currently approaching midseason, but this year they have
struggled, largely due to the inexperience of many of the team
members.
The 1997-98 team is composedof2l players, two of which
are seniors. The bulk of the squad
consists of six sophomores and
nine freshmen.
With 15 underclassmen, it
has been a trying season for the
team.

Buckley said "We're getting much better. It's hard to flow
perfectly."
Junior tri-captains Erin
Magee, Carroll McCaffrey and
Genevieve Missirlian are expected to be able to hold the
team together for the remainder
of the season. McCaffrey and
Missirlian are the heart of the
the team's defense.
McCaffrey ended the 1996-97 season with three goals and
nine assists in 27 games, and
Missirlian finished last year with
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Coach Tom O'Malley's troops have built up some momentum.
four goals and 14 assists in 30
games.
Magee is a powerhouse forward for the Eagles. She was the
star of the team throughout the
past season, netting 32 goals and
23 assists for 55 points in her 27
games played. For the past two
years, she has taken part in the
Olympic Sports Festival in Lake
Placid, NY.
This year's freshmen hopefully will grow into productive
members who see a good amount
of ice time in their future. "Two
of them are on our first line,"

Christy Nentwig, a sophomore
goaltendersaid. "They're a huge
help." Optimistic about the rest
of the season, she also said the
team is "coming more and more
together."
The team have tried to learn
from their mistakes and they take
away something from each loss.
The good news is that they are a
young team and by the time this
year's freshmen are seniors, they
will have been playing together
for four years, something few

squads can say in college sports.
As the women's hockey
team skates through the remainder of their schedule, many crucial games are still to be played.
Minnesota, anewly formed team,
will be traveling to the Heights
on January 15 for their first meeting with the Eagles. Matches
against Vale and Princeton are
also greatly anticipated by the
women. BC has tied both teams
in their previous meetings this
season, and the women hope to
prove that they are the better
team.

On February 3, the Eagles
cross the Charles River to par-

ticipate in the Women's 20th
Annual Beanpot, where they will
face off against Harvard in the
first round. As for the future of
the 1997-98 season, Nentwig
says the team's goals are to "win
the Beanpot" and "make a playoff spot."
The next home game for the
women's ice hockey team is
January 29 vs. Bowdoin at 7 p.m.
at Kelley Rink in Conte Forum.

Tuesday, January 20

Men's Basketball vs. Providence College
@

Conte Forum at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, January 21

Women's Basketball vs. Pittsburgh
@ Conte Forum at 7 p.m.
Saturday, January 24
Men's Ice Hockey vs. UMass-Amhearst
@ Conte Forum at 7 p.m.

Have you seen The
Heights lately?
In case you didn't know
we're now under new
management and we're
looking for some fresh
ideas, as well as fresh
writing.
Come to the sports meeting, Mondays at 4:15
p.m. in McElroy 113, and
you can help us shape
The Heights.

Attention Students!
Beanpot ticket packages
for students are now on
sale at the Conte Forum
box office. Ticket prices
are $34 and $24 and are
available while supplies
last. There is a limit of
one ticket
per BC student I.D. No
multiple I.D.s will be accepted.
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Cal Bouchard excells on and off the court
By Alex Sherman
HEIGHTS STAFF

Whether it's going six for
seven in three-point attempts
against Rutgers, or maintaining
a GPA in the three point range,
sophomore Cal Bouchard is a
big fan of the number three. She
is also no ordinary basketball
player, as the numbers from
Wednesday night's game against
Rutgers confirmed.
Bouchard scored 28 points
to lead the Eagles' women's basketball team over the Scarlet
Knights, 74-65. She was on fire,
making nine of 10 shots, including six three-pointers,and scored
the first 16 points of the game
for the Eagles. The win helped
the team raise their overal 1record
to 10-5 and 4-2 in the Big East.
Considering thatBouchard, who
hails from Aurora, Ontario, is
only in her second year of play
for Boston College, thebest may
be yet to come.
Bouchard first started playing basketball when she was
young. "1 began shooting hoops
when I was four or five. Then,
when I was in gym class, I began
to learn how to really shoot."
Bouchard added. She taught herself well, considering her scoring average of 16.1 points per
game is up from the 12.2 she
scored last year.
Bouchard played point
guard for Aurora High School in
Canada, drawing interest from
many universities in the U.S.,
including the University of Vermont, the University of Hartford
and BC. "I would send out lots

of stuff like tapes and resumes to
spark interest," she said before
revealing that she received a
large amount of rejection letters
from schools that weren't interested. "Last year, I had a wall of
rejection letters up in my dorm
room, including letters from
Duke, Stanford, Notre Dame,
Georgetown and Nebraska. I
used this as motivation."
Those schools' losses
proved to be BC's gain, as
Bouchard has shown that she is
an excellent player, easily able
to play at any university in
America. Several factors influenced her decision to become an
Eagle. "1 wanted to play in a
competitive conference like the
Big East, and I really liked the
academic side of Boston Col-

lege."
Bouchard commented on
the difference between high
school players and college players, saying, "The speed, size and
strength are all big differences.
The game is much faster and
more physical, and everyone is
good, not just one or two players
on a team."
The critics expectbig things
from Bouchard during her sophomore season; she was chosen to
the 1997-98 preseason All-Big
East Second Team. Bouchard, a
point guard, also expects a lot
from herself. Her goal is for the
Eagles to make the NCAA tournament for a taste of March Madness.

She defined what she thinks
makes a good point guard: "A
point guard needs to lead the
team on the floor vocally. They

also have to be a go-between
with the coach and the players
while out on the court. A good
point guard should control the
tempo of the game and try to get
their teammates involved."
Bouchard does all of the
things mentioned above and
more, according to assistant
coach Bill Gould. "She does so
much for our team and she's a
great kid. She shows great leadership and poise, and she is one
of the best three-point shooters
in the Big East.
"When she gets hot, watch
out," he added. "It looks like no
one is guarding her, but the fact
is that people just can't. Gould
summed up what he thinks about
Bouchard best when he said,
"She is everything that you
would want your daughter to be."
When Bouchard is not splitting defenses or acing tests, she
likes to kick back and watch a
little Sports Center. "Dan Patrick
is my favorite of all the sports
casters," she said. Bouchard has
a very busy schedule, but she
likes to nlay golf and watch movies in her rare moments of free
time. An accounting major, she
is a member of the Carroll School
of Management's Honors Program.
Bouchard spends her summers playing for the Canadian
National Team, and is eyeing a
Spot on the Canadian Olympic
women's team for the 2000
Olympics in Sidney. She also
may be looking to a career in
professional basketball. For Cal
Bouchard, it looks like anything
is possible.
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Sophomore Cal Bouchard has led the Eagle offense all year.

Curley's return sparks Eagles to two wins
By Mark J. Cautela
HEIGHTS

SPORTS EDITOR

The men's basketball team
received a much needed boost
last weekwith the return of starting center Mickey Curley, who
helped them to two hard-fought
wins. Both were important contests, as Wednesday's win over
Rutgers counted towards the Big
East standings, and Saturday's
victory over number 21
Marquette gave BC recognition
on a national scale. The victories
raised BC's overall record to
10-8 and their Big East record to
2-5.
Curley, a 69" senior, had
been out with various injuries
for five games, in which the
Eagles were in a downward spiral, losing four of the five games.
When he checked into the
Rutgers game with only five
minutes gone and the game moving at an excruciatingly slow
pace, the Eagles seemed to receive a huge emotional lift.
"What we miss most when
Mickey's out, is the fact that he's
an intelligent player," said head
coach Al Skinner following the
game. "We started off this year a
little shorthanded and with
Mickey gone we were even
shorter."
Curley made his presence
felt immediately, knocking down
a jumper on his first shot attempt. Still, despite Curley's
hustle in the paint, neither team
was able to put points on the
board early and the score was
knotted at 10, with 11 minutes
left in the first half. Defensively,
the Eagles were doing a good job
holding Rutgers' leading scorer,
Geoff Billet, scoreless for almost all of the first half. Billet,
who averages over 15 points a
game (mostly on threes), was
having trouble solving the BC 2-3 zone. The Eagles switched from
man-to-man into their zone after
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The Eagles have missed Mickey Curley in the middle.

big-man Kostas Maglos went out
with two fouls early in the game.
BC went on a 9-0 run late in
the first half, but Rutgers was
able to battle back and pull within
two, leaving the score 29-27 at
half-time. While the Eagles got
11 first-half points from senior
swingman Antonio Granger, they
were getting an even better allaround game from senior guard
Duane Woodward. Woodward,
the team's leading scorer in their
last few games, only had six
points at the break, but contributed on the glass with seven rebounds. With Curley back in the
line-up, Woodward felt less pressure to score and began to distribute the ball better on offense.
With a little over two minutes left in the second half, BC
went on another run, this time an
11-2 spurt that helped put them

out in front by a score of 62-51.
It was highlighted by a pair of
Curley buckets that came right
after time-outs. Both hoops were
on inbound plays under the

Rutgers' hoop, with time winding down on the shot clock.
Coach Skinner drew the play up
perfectly, and Woodward was
able to deliver the ball down low
to Curley who converted successfully.
Billet was able to hit a
couple of threes down the stretch
for Rutgers, but they never pulled
closer than seven the rest of the
way, enabling BC to hold on for
a 69-62 win. Lost in the hype
surrounding Curley's return was
a fantastic game by Woodward,
who recorded only the sixth
triple-double in Big East history,
with 16 points, 10 rebounds, and
a career-high 12 assists. Granger

led all scorers with 21 points,
and Curley provided 12 points
and four rebounds in 24 effective minutes.
"The three of us have been
together for four "ears."
Woodward said after the game,
referring to himself, Granger and
Curley. "We really know each
other. He helped the team as a
whole tonight andour game really benefited from having him
in the line-up."
Al Skinner was also happy
to see Curley back. "We're going to go to war with everyone,"
Skinner commented after the
game. "We'll improve a little bit
at a time, but it's nice to have
him back."
The Eagles took their momentum into the next game,
clashing with the Golden Eagles
of Marquette on Saturday.
Marquette was without the services of their leading scorer
Aaron Hutchins. Joining him on
the injured list was starting center Jarod Lovette, diminishing
the Golden Eagles' offensive
prowess. Marquette was also
coming off a three-game losing
streak in which they hadn't
scored over 55 points in any of
the games. Still, BC had yet to
win a game against a ranked opponent, going 0-3 against teams
such as Arizona and the University of Connecticut.
Leading the way for BC
once again was Granger. He
poured in 22 points, 12 of them
in the second half. Included in
that 22 was four three-pointers,
as Granger was the only Eagle to
have a trifecta in the game. BC's
run in the first half helped them
get out to an early lead, but they
had to fight hard to hold on for
the duration of the game.
Woodward was brilliant
once again, with 11 assists to
compliment his 11 points. After
the game, the Eagles' point guard
said, "1 think what happened was

that we were ready to play, and
then we started to relax a little
bit. The second half was a tough
game and we were lucky to get
out with a win."
Golden Eagle John Cliff had
17 points and Richard Shaw
added 12 for Marquette, whose
four game losing streak is their
second in as many years. "Given
the circumstances, I'm not disappointed," Marquette coach
Mike Deane said, following his
team's loss. "The first half run
didn't leave much for us and not
having Lovette hurt us defensively."
The Eagles were able to take
advantage of Marquette's hole
in the middle, holding a 35-28
rebounding advantage and shooting 50 percent from the floor.
Marquette, on the other hand,
had trouble scoring all night,
shooting a paltry 35 percent from
the floor and only 62 percent
from the line. Curley, who made
his first start since his return,
chipped in with 12 points and
three boards.
Also worth noting was the
play of sophomore guard
Dwayne Pina. Pina, a former
walk-on who was just awarded a
scholarship last week, has recently been playing over 20 minutes a game.
When Pina enters the game,
he provides steady ball handling
and a reliable three point shot.
More importantly, Pina frees up
Woodward from his point guard
responsibilities and gives him
more room to roam offensively.
He also has been seeing some
clutch minutes at the end of
games, his dribbling skills and
steady free-throw shooting making him an asset when protecting
a lead.
With only Big East contests
remaining, every game counts
and the Eagles have to have everyone healthy if they want to be
sucessful.
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Cameron
named to
replace
Reid Oslin
From CAMERON, p. 1
in reference to the abilities
Cameron gained with all of the
press coverage the top 20 Wildcats generate.

"He brings a great deal of
experience and a wealth of
knowledge to BC," DeFilippo

said.

In addition, Cameron also

worked as Associate Sports Information Director and Director
of Promotions at the University
of Florida from 1982 to 1987
andDirector ofCommunications
fora Gainesville, Florida public
relations firm from 1987 to 1988.
Cameron, 37,

is from

Ashland,KY. He graduatedfrom

the University of Kentucky in
1982. During that time, he
worked in the sports informa-

tion office.
Other credentials include
the following: he is the former
national chairman of the CoSID A
GTE Academic All-Americaprogram and has directed or served
on media coordination teams for
events such as the NCAA Final

Four, the Kentucky Derby and
the U.S. Olympic Festival. He
also served as a production team
volunteer for the 1996 Olympic
Games Opening Ceremonies.
Cameron replaces Reid
Oslin, who resigned earlier this
year to take a new position in
Public Affairs.

In October, Oslin announced he would take the position as senior m«dia~ relations

officer in Public Affairs.
Oslin has worked for BC
since 197-1, and he had worked
for sports information since
1974.
Cameron first met with
DeFilippo after Oslin stepped
down.
Cameron was hired amid

speculation that current AssisAthletic Director of Sports

tant

Information Dick Kelly would
be named to replace Oslin.
"Dick Kelly will remain in
his role," DeFilippo said when
asked about Kelly's future.
"We're very, very happy with

Dick."
Anne Wheelwright,another
assistant athletic director of
sports information, will also stay
on when Cameron assumes his

role February 9. Wheelwright
handles the ; women's marketing

for women's basketball.
DeFilippo said, "It's an exciting time for Boston College
athletics, and we're all really
.

happy to have Chris aboard."
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Clemmensen records his third shut-out
From PROVIDENCE, p. 17
Ballard. The Providence defender was playing the pass, and
Marty ripped a low wrist shot
past the left leg of Ballard.
After rookie Mike Lephart
scored at' the beginning of the
second period, Gionta put the
Friars away with two consecutive goals to make it 4-0. With
five minutes to go in the second
period. BC found itself on one of
the six powerplays of the game.
Ken Hemenway passed the puck
to Bobby Allen from the corner,
and Allen one-timed a pass to
Gionta at the left post. Gionta
then completed the tic-tac-toe
when he put a one-timer past
Ballard.
Gionta scored an even better-executed goal early in the
third period, single-handedly
beating Ballard. Gionta came in
to the zone with Andy Powers,
and once again, the Providence
defenseman played the pass.
Gionta then wound up fora wrist
shot, freezing Ballard. He then
moved to his backhand, and shot
it behind the Friars' goalie. Jeff
Farkas and Chris Masters
rounded out the scoring for BC,
and Clemmensen moved one step
closer to the record books, making 24 saves.
Realizing the games were
closer than the score indicated.
Head Coach Jerry York offered,
"Providence had the tempo in
the second period, but we-scored
some powerplay goals and Scott
[Clemmenson] played well in
net."
Providence's play was much
poorer in the second game, as
BC scored eight unanswered,
goals and held the Friars to few
quality chances. BC jumped all
over Ballard, who once again
looked very shaky, and the Eagles
took an early advantage, scoring
four goals in the first period.
Jamie O'Leary started the scoring just five minutes into the
game, and the second line of
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Eagle defensemen Nick Pierandri tries to to stop a Terrier from rushing the net.
Gionta, Powers and Farkas provided the rest of the offense.
After Powers put the second goal past Ballard at the 7:29
mark, Gionta scored with 10
minutes to go. He took a pass
from Powers and moved in on a
breakaway. Once again, he beat
the PC goalie on his backhand,
and ran the score up to 3-0. Powers added his second goal 12
seconds later on a two-on-one
with Gionta. This time, Gionta
passed the puck over when the
Friar defenseman played him,
and Andy rocketed a shot past
Ballard.

Mike Mottau and Masters
each scored in the second period, and the rout was on.
Reasoner added a nice goal in
the third, slapping a shot from a
bad angle past relief goalie Mark
Kane, and left the ice to cheers
of Hobey-Baker by a section of
BC fans. Matt Mulhern later finished the scoring, and all eyes
turned to Clemmensen in the final 10 minutes. The freshman
made some tough stops on rebounds and open shots late in the
game, preserving the shutout.
BC has shown signs of
greatness all season, but finally

put it all together in this series.
"Our team is known for our
good offense up front, but we're
quietly becoming a good defensive team," said York. This far
into the season, the Eagles' only
question mark has been its
goaltending, but Clemmensen
has answered critics so far in
'98.
BC is currently rated at &10
nationally in the USCHO Poll,
and is at #9 in the USA Today
Poll. They now stand alone atop
the HOCKEY EAST, and many
believe they could be the best
team in the conference.

Eagles down Irish in the final minute
From NOTRE DAME, p. 17
That three really gave us some
momentum going into halftime.
She showed us we could play
with this team."
Five minutes into the second half, BC opened a seven
point lead, its largest of the game,
on a three pointer by Bouchard.
McGuire hit two consecutive
three pointers to maintain the
Eagles' advantage with 10 minutes left in the game. Unfortunately, BC ran into foul trouble
when Bacso and Steele each drew
their fourth foul and headed to
the bench. Notre Dame was then

able to take the lead for over
three minutes, their longest
stretch of the game.
The remaining seven minutes was a seesaw battle where
free throws and fouls became
crucial. Clutch shooting from the
charity stripe came from junior
Allison Booth (8-10 FT), Beezer
(3-4 FT) and freshman Jamie
Cournoyer. Cournoyer came off
of the bench to grab two critical
offensive rebounds and scored
on a missed free throw with a
minute left, helping to keep BC
close in the end.
With 12 seconds remaining
and the game tied at 76, Cal

Bouchard drove the length of the
court and hit the game winning
shot. Commenting on her late
heroics, Bouchard said, "It felt
great! I think that is the only
time in my career I've hit a gamewinning shot with time winding
down. It was just great."
Five BC players finished the
game scoring in double figures,
with Bouchard leading the way
with 19 points. Booth had 14;
Bacso, 12; McGuire, 11; and
Steele ended with 10. Peirick
finished with a game high 26
points, while Riley had 18 points
and 11 rebounds for Notre Dame.
Coach Inglese said, "We beat

another quality team tonight and
it was a total team effort. It shows
that we have the ability to beat
very good teams. This is a big
confidence booster for us. We
can build from this game toward
the tournament and it really gives
us some momentum."
With Villanova losing Saturday afternoon to Rutgers, BC
moves into sole possession of
second place behind UConn in
the Big East 6. Their next game
is on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Conte Forum against Pittsburgh.
On Sunday they travel to Connecticut to take on the first place
Huskies.

Football and basketball losing the spotlight
From CAUTELA, p. 17
have packed Conte Forum for
games against Boston University and Harvard and have even
traveled down Comm. Aye to see
a road game, an unheard of thing
in hoops. Marty Reasoner is perhaps this school's best professional prospect, and the basketball team need look no further
than Jerry York's squad for advice on how to recruit players.
BC usually has one of, if not the
lop recruiting class. They are
annually a contender in the
Hockey East and they are definitely a big draw for high school
juniors and seniors everywhere.
I know that The Heights

sports section is beginning to
sound like a broken record, but
Cathy Inglese's squad is the real
deal. They have posted twentypoint wins, and feature one of
the rising stars in Big East
women's basketball:
Cal
Bouchard. The sophomore guard
has been a human highlight film,
knocking down three pointers
and hitting clutch shots.
While men's basketball all
over the country seems to be
filled with trash-talking and chest
bumping, Bouchard is all heart
and all class. Behind her play,
this year's team has provided a
better record than the men's team
and they've been playing to a
less than packed house. They've

beaten national powers and have
given BC a name in big-time
women's sports.
Besides the success of the
winter teams, the fall season saw
two championships in field
hockey and cross country and
both of these squadsrepresented
BC well in their runs to the title.
They weren't the only excitement the fall provided. The
women's and men's soccerteams
were both competitive and had
numerous All-Big East selections. Both teams qualified for
the Big East Tournament and
nrade some noise.
The sailing team was probably one of the most overlooked
teams on campus. They quietly

aquired a top five ranking nationally even though few people
ever provided them with moral
or financial support. When you

think about all of these sports,
you begin to see that BC isn't all
about slam-dunks and touchdowns.
Of course, you can't forget
about Angie Graham. Not only
has this senior track star gone to
the nationals every year since
her freshmen year, but she is an
excellent student as well. Her
teammates respect her leadership
because of these qualities.
Why is it that you haven't
heard of these student-athletes
who truly epitomize the term,
since they rarely recieve a schol-

arship? Probably because their
sports do not generate enough
money to garner the attention of
the local media. Hopefully the
sad state of football will lead us
to watch the athletes who are
making this school a winner.
My eyes have been opened.
1 can only hope that the same can
be said for some of the student
body. We may not be in a bowl
game next year and we may not
irrake it to March Madness, but
we will be celebrating in the
Beanpot and possibly enjoying
the Women's NCAA Tournament. Whatever happens in my
hist year and a half, I know that
I won't be watching just two
sports

anymore.
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O'Brien tries to restore team and confidence
By Matt Pike
HEIGHTS

ASST. EDITOR

Most people will look back
at the 1997-98 Boston College
football season and see a disap-

pointing 4-7 record. The critics
that only look at the record will
fail to see how far this football
team has come. Last year, the
Eagles not only were a disappointment on the field, but also
involved themselves in scandals
off the field. The sad part for the
team was that only a handful of
players were involved in last
year's gambling fiasco, but the
reputation of the whole team was
damaged. How does one go about
changing such a tarnished image?
Coach Tom O'Brien, who
had previously been the offensive coordinator at the University of Virginia, was asked to
take over the head coaching job
from Dan Henning. O'Brien was
not only charged with taking over
a disappointing football team,
but also asked to change the poor
image of the program. He was
BC's third head coach in the last
five years, and O'Brien knew
that it might be tough to get his
players' confidence back.
"The first thing we had to
do was bring this football team
together, and make up the rules
which this team was going to
operate under," O'Brien said,
reflecting on his inaugral season. "We had to tell the guys that
if you want to be part of this
program, this was how it was
going to be. They were going to
conform to the way we were doing things, and if they didn't,
they could feel free to leave and
go about theirbusiness. The biggest thing I wanted to do was to

get the guys who wanted to play
football at Boston College to
conform to the way we were do-

ing things."
Before the season, a lot of
eyes focused on the future of
quarterback Matt Hasselbeck.
Hasselbeck was coming off a
sub- par year and entering a new
season with his fifth different
quarterback coach. O'Brien
knew it would be difficult to sell
his ideas to Hasselbeck. because
he has been made so many promises along the way.
"1 knew it was going to be
difficult for Matt. We also knew
it was going to be tough on a lot
of the other guys," said O'Brien,
who was particularly worried
about the effects all of the coaching changes would have on the

players.
"We had five different linebacker coaches and defensive
coordinators. 1 think we had to
be patient with them [the players] and we had to win their trust.
Four other guys before them
came and said I'm the guy, believe in me, and then ended up
leaving. I think as the year went
on, the kids bought in more and
more to what we were doing, and
that showed up at the end of the
season when we won two of our
last three," added O'Brien.
O'Brien knows that 4-7 is
not acceptable at BC, and he
addressed his players last Friday
to discuss some changes and
improvements that have to be
made if this team is going to turn
things around next season.
"I told them that 4-7 is not
acceptable at Boston College.
Starting with me, we all have to
do a better job. Players and
coaches have to do a better job
out-of-season, in spring practice

and this summer, so that we can
be successful next season," said
O'Brien.
During the course of last
season, O'Brien wrote two letters to The Heights addressing
the students and asking for their
support. Having fan support is
very important to the future of
the program, because it makes
recruits want to play here.
O'Brien was very pleased about
the support his football team received from the fans.
"I thought the students gave
us great support even when the
weather was lousy. 1 think that is
the way it should be. We are a
dorm campus and we have 6,000
students living on these grounds.
They ought to be able to show up
and support this team. It's a
couple of hours to go out and
yell and scream and have a good
time," said O'Brien.
O'Brien even had some advice for the students, "Like I tell
my team, 'Don't look at the
scoreboard, just keep playing.' I
tell the fans, 'don't look at the
scoreboard just keep cheering.'"
Thrs is probably the toughest part of the season for a college coach. The recruiting process takes a great deal of time,
and requires a lot of traveling.
When a team has a scandal, the
first thought is that it will hurt
recruits, but O'Brien is setting
up a great foundation and is hoping to have a great recruiting
year.
"We have started off the recruiting year well, but we have
to finish well. It's coming down
to the home stretch, and the next
couple of weeks will tell the tale
of whether we did a good job or
not," said O'Brien.
Record wise, there wasn't
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Tom O'Brien has done his best
much to get excited about last
season. However, the last game
of the year might be an indication of good things to come.
O'Brien has this team heading in
the right direction. He deserves
a great deal of credit for taking
over a fractured football team,
and turning them into players
who work hard. If there is one
thing that should carry over to
next year, it is the players' work
ethic.
"This was a team who had a
reputation of not playing hard
all the time. This year I think we
played hard," said O'Brien. He
was especially pleased with this
aspect of the team's performance,
and stressed how important it
was to the future success of the
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to rebuild the Eagles.
how big you are, you can always
play hard. Talent comes and your
skills get better, as long as you're
playing hard. We will get better
as our talent and skills get better,
but first we have to learn to play
hard, and I think we did that,"
said O'Brien.
With a coach like Tom
O'Brien, who was formerly in
the Navy, the Eagles will now
have the discipline they need.
O'Brien signed a contract extension near the end of this season,
so he will be around for some
time and will also provide stability. As he said, the players
need some continuity, which
O'Brien and his staff can provide. If this coaching corps is
given the time they need, and the
team.
team is given the support they
deserve, there should be some
"It doesn't matter how much
talent you have, who you are, or positive results in the future.

Inside Gruber's Cranium IV: The Return
Jim Gruber
All right, I guess we sort of
lied: the December "Gruber's
Cranium" was not the final chapter. But f had a lot of time to
think about things to write, since
I was laid up indoors with several displaced vertebrae over
Christmas break. Luckily Santa,
or some kind observer of The
Heights purporting to be Santa,
was generous enough to deliver
a neck brace to The Heights office just before break. What a
thoughtful and politically correct thing to do!
Anyway, here's what's on
my mind:

I would love to hear someone from athletics explain the

can get there early and grab a
front-row seat, you won'tbe able

rationale behind putting risers
behind the baskets for all the
games in which students aren't
sitting there (Christmas and
spring break games), but removing them when class is in session.
When there are no risers, it
basically means that unless you

see a thing. Consequently,
about 30 die-hard student fans
sit behind the baskets and everybody else is banished to the upper deck. And people wonder
why Conte Forum is so quiet
to

....

Duane Woodward, you're a
tremendous basketball player

1 hate to sound like a broken
record, but if you thought the
changes to BC's football uniforms were bad, wait until you
see the horrific new basketball
outfits. A huge, garish "Boston"
adorns the shirt, while "College"
fits beneath it in little tiny letters. The shorts feature a fairly
attractive Eagle on one leg, but
on the other is something that
resembles either a sun (kind of
inappropriate for this climate)
or an explosion with a basketball
inside it.
Supposedly, Coach Al Skinner, who has the Eagles playing
above expectations this year,
gave the OK to the new uniforms. In a surprisingly positive
season; this is perhaps Skinner's

##*

I can't wait for the Beanpot.
Should the Hockey East-leading
Eagles get by Harvard in the first
round on February 2, as is expected, a terrific matchup could
be in store for the final. Northeastern, currently tied with BC
atop the division, and our Comm.
Ave rival Boston University play
in the other first round game.
Here's hoping we get to see BC
knock off BU one more time this
year on February 9.
Hopefully, a few more BC
fans will show up than the last
time we played in the Fleet Center for the Commonwealth Classic, when the BC turnout consisted of a few of our famously
quiet alumni, literally 20 students, and the pep band.
***

Unfortunately, the BC
women's basketball team, currently 11-5 and 6-2 in the Big
East, doesn't play #3 UConn in
Conte Forum this season. But a
real benchmark game for the
Eagles looms ahead on the schedule this week, when BC travels
to Storrs to play the Huskies on
Sunday. A win over the Huskies,
as usual, would be the biggest in
the program's history and show
the nation that the Eagles have
arrived. Hopefully, they can pull
off the feat that has stumped the
men for 19 games.

worst move.
***

and team leader. But you can't
win a game by yourself. Piss the
ball sometimes at crunch time.

***

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIME

The new basketballuniforms are just one of Gruber's gripes.

It may have been an honest
mistake, but the BC athletic department erred in a way that
proved costly to our athletic
teams. Despite the fact that a
large number of students returned
to campus Saturday and early
Sunday, and presumably many
more would have changed their
travel plans to accommodate an
earlier return, the January 1 1
Connecticut basketball game was
not included in the student season ticket package. Instead, the
upper deck ofConte Forum, normally filled with vocal BC students, was overrun by UConn
fans who were able to purchase
tickets. As detailed last week in
these pages, the difference was
monumental, as the always noisy
Husky fans helped buoy their
team to a win.
Adding insult to injury, the
December 20 game against Holy
Cross was part of the student
season ticket package, even
though students were required
to leave the dorms by 5 p.m. on
December 19.
According to last week's police blotter, a student was disciplined by the Boston College
Police Department for trying to
stay an extra night in his dorm on
the night of the 19th. Perhaps he
was simply trying to stick around
so he could see the basketball
game the next night, which the
ticket office seemed to think was
plausible. As for me, though, the
2,000-mile commute was a little
far to come back to see the game.
?

Heights
senior staff member

Jim Gruber is a
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Say it
ain't so!
By Lauren M. Pringle
HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR

It has been a week since the
Boston College students returned
to campus for the start of spring
semester. Suddenly, without
warning, it began: BC life. In
just a week, we have somehow
come to feel as though we never
left. For some, parting with
friends and family at home is a
sad time, when most are reluctant to leave the comforts and
relaxation in exchange for the
rigors of college life. For others,
BC represents their place ofrefuge, their shelter from the storm
of parents, chores and work.
However, no matter which
group you fall into: those dying
to come back or those who would
rather have a few more weeks of
sleeping late, there are things
about BC that we all dread coming back to
Between the stairs covered
in snow, lines at the bookstore,
McElroy food and riding thebus,
the first couple of weeks back on
campus can take some getting
used to. With no home-cooked
meals and no king-sized beds,
settling back into school can
leave a lot to be desired for some
homesick souls.
There is no place to park
your beloved car, there is no way
to avoid reading hundreds of
pages every night for homework,
and there is no bathroom that
you can completely call your
own. Trekking through the snow
to classes in the morning can
make you yearn for the days of
driving around your hometown,
with the heater blasting right
along with the radio. Sitting
through classes can make you
long to be home in bed, with no
responsibilities and nothing to
do. After class, when faced with
some free time before the homework begins, you pass the Plex
on the way home, and know that
you really should get into the
habit of working out more often.
You walk back to your dorm and
...

marvel at how sometimes you
wander around campus all
day and not see a single person
you know.
Finally, you sit down after
what seemed like the longest
day you could possibly imagine, and you think: "I can't take
it. It's all the same hell I was in
last semester. It's like deja vu!"
And you cry yourself to sleep,
dreaming of the way life was
over break carefree, easy and
so wonderfully home.
But the next day you wake
up, and surprise even yourself
with some new-found energy,
and when you're walking up the
stairs that you so desperately
despise, you run into a friend
you haven't seen in ages, and
you smile through the rest of
your hike. Then you have an
incredible history class (which
you never thought was possible), and you are inspired to
read your homework right after
class. Then you hop on the bus
to head home, and thebus driver
says hello and strikes up a conversation with you, and you
marvel at the amazing personalities you can find in the strangest of places.
When you get home, you
decide that you should workout, although you cannot help
dreading it, and after a great
ride o. the exercise bike, you
feel invigorated. You climb into
bed and have a heartfelt bedtime chat with your roommate.
You even get a call from your
parents, sending you the news
from home. You fall asleep
happy and content. Waking up
the next morning, you feel in
sync and ready to face the day.
Maybe it doesn't all happen in one day, and everything
doesn't always go your way. But,
before you know it, weeks and
months have passed, and despite all it's oddities, eccentricities, and even annoyances, the
last thing that you want to do is
leave this place you've learned
to call home.
can

?
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The treacherous Higgins stairs are one of the many flights on campus whose presence plagues
us every morning on our walk to class. It only worsens when snow and ice take over.
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Leaving behind cars can be one of the most difficult parts of
leaving home for BC students, but parking is just as hard.

PRINGLE

Riding the bus is something nobody misses. Between all the waiting, the cramming and the
inconvenience,buses seem to bring nothing but unhappiness and trouble. But they are free!
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New Year's Resolution #1: Work out in 1998, get in shape. The Plex looms, with it's peaks and
valleys, reminding all of New Year's promises and beckoning us to pump iron and run laps.

We're back at it at The Heights'. A big welcome back,
especially to our photo staff! We are glad and lucky to
have you! It was nice to see a number of people at the
meeting, and we always welcome more! Feel free to drop
by our meeting if you want to get involved in photography. Meetings are held in the Heights office, McElroy 113,
on Tuesday nights at 6 p.m. Everyone is welcome, no
experience necessary! Come check it out!

PHOTO SPREAD LAYOUT:
Lauren M. Pringle
HEIGHTS EDITOR

PHOT/HDAAISGM
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Miss Saigon returns to Boston's Wang Center
By Conor Sullivan
Heights Review Editor
For musical writers Alain Boublil
and Claude-Michel Shonberg. it took a
novel of tremendous length to inspire
their first opera. Les Miserables. For
their next project. Miss Saigon, which
will run in the Wang Center until the end
of February, it took only a picture.
The photograph, which shows a
child who is fathered by an American
G.I. and mothered by a Vietnamese
woman who is on his way to America
without his mother, held enough emotion to create an opera that has kept
audiences riveted for nearly nine years.
When Boublil and Shonberg saw
this picture, it helped to create a fantastic yet tragic story about the horrors of
war and the wonders of love. In Miss
Saigon, the Vietnam War leads to love
in the most unlikely of places between
the most mismatched of people. In
Saigon, an American G.I. named Chris
falls for a Vietnamese woman named
Kirn. When the two lovers are torn apart,
Chris continues on with his life, but
Kirn is unable to forget all of Chris'
promises, another tragedy of war surfaces three years after the war's end.
In Friday's show, unfortunate circumstances prevented the show's emotional impact from acheiving its maximum potential, but that potential was
certainly evident.
Perhaps the worst thing that could
have happened to a musical on its press
premier did happen: the lead, Steve

Pasquale, lost his voice. He didn't lose it
completely, but it was clear that he
couldn't hit the high emotional notes that
are so important in a show like this. It was
poor enough, however, that his understudy, Brien Keith Fisher, was substituted for Pasquale at intermission. This
change was beneficial, as Fisher was a
superior singer, but it hindered the continuity of the show. Fisher wasn't nearly as
good an actor, nor was he as likeable as
Pasquale was in the first act.
With this in mind, it is difficult to
gauge how much power the show lacked
simply because of the change made, although it definitely lost the important
suspension of disbelief needed in (he second act. It is unlikely that such an event
would happen again in the show's seven
weeks in Boston, so evaluating the entire
run of the musical based on one night's
mistake would be unfair.
All other aspects of the show were
spectacular. Most notable were the tremendous technical effects, which were
the primary cause for sending the show's

budget to a staggering $ 12 million. Among
the most amazing were the set changes,
which used no visible stagehands and
could show a scene from three different
angles in a matter of seconds with the
precision and seamlessness of acinematographer. A reproduction of a 1959
Cadillac was also brought on stage, but
the real technical feat for the musical was
the life-sized helicopter that came down
and took off again on the stage in the
second act. This stage magic could be
reason alone for seeing the show.

Pasquale (Chris in the first act) and Paw (Kim) find love amid the ruins of war.

The choreography for the show was
exceptional. The contrast between the
"free" Saigon and the "occupied" Ho Chi
Minh City three years later was shown
through the dance with incredible accu-

Foronda, as the Engineer, after his "re-education" from the Ho Chi Minh regime.

racy in movement and form. The intricate
costumes used also accentuated the mood
of the different regimes and the terror of
the war itself.
In all, the tremendous size of the
travelling production, which uses 17
trucks to carry it from city to city, helped
greatly to enhance its powerful impact.
The cast, burdened with the responsibility of not being upstaged by the technical effects, came through by showing
their own talent on stage. Perhaps the best
actor that night was Joseph Anthony
Foronda, who played the part of the enterprising pimp, the Engineer. While his
character was one that had ambiguous
morality, he ended the show, with the
song "The American Dream," as the most
loved.
Elizabeth Paw, who played the part
of Kirn, also chalked up a great performance. With the questionable performances by Pasquale and Fisher, it was her
singing and emotional acting that kept
the show from floundering, especially on
the emotional love songs like "The Last
Night of the World."
All the rest of the supporting cast did
marvelous jobs, especially thesmall child
Shara Batson, who played the part of the
three-year-old boy Tarn, and took the stage
as well as or better than any of the adults
who performed.
For anyone that did not know that

Miss Saigon was created by the same
writers who brought audiences Les
Miserables, this fact became clear after
listening to the music. Emotional and
beautiful, the score was integrated wonderfully with the lyrics. The music also
showed extensive diversity between
American and Asian sounds.
Still, as deserving as the show was of
its standing ovation, there were a few
aspects, other than the switch of the leads,
that were obviously lacking. The cast has
been touring with the show for years, and
at times it seemed that they were simply
going through the motions. The performance was without a certain spontaneity
that would have helped the show's overall impact.
Further, the ending came so suddenly that the climax of the show wasn't
realized until the show was over. While
this could be quite a let down, the rest of
the performance was sufficient to compensate for this, and the overall performance was excellent.
While Miss Saigon is technically an
opera (nearly all of the lines are sung), it
does not carry with it any of the boredom
that operas usually carry to the general
public. The lines are sung clearly and in
plain English that allows for a suspension
of disbelief to occur.
With the combination of tickets that
start at only $15 and shows until February
28, there is little reason not to catch this
acclaimed show while it visits Boston
again. Group sales are available, but they
are likely to sell out fast, so it's advisable
to act fast while tickets are available.
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Ben Folds Five succeeds again with Photos
tions found in their storytelling songs
without any sense of pretension whatso-

By Conor Sullivan
Heights Review Editor

ever.
With the slow death of grunge, the
pop music world has been searching for a
new sound, and so far the best they could
come up with has been Hanson. Someone
should direct them towards Ben Folds
Five.
Their latest release, Naked Baby
Photos, is an album of live material previously unreleased or rarities only available on imports or b-sides. Half of the
songs cannot be found on either of their
prior two releases, while the other half
consists primarily of tracks from their
debut self-tnled album.
Despite the name, the Chapel Hill,
North Carolina band has only three members. Ben Folds handles the baby grand
and vocals, and is backed up by only bass
and drums.
What is conspicuously lacking from
the band is a guitar, but it's not as noticeable when listening to their songs, with
their full, occasionally loud, sound. Still,
it is their lack of instruments that caused
Folds to describe their music as "punk
rock for sissies."
In recent years, Ben Folds Five has
risen quickly into a popular live act, with
a relatively small but devoted following.
They have recorded many appearances
with both the H.O.R.D.E. tour and
Lollapalooza. Currently, their single
"Brick" off of their previous release,
Whatever and EverAmen, is number eight
on Billboard's modern rock charts.
For the most part, the band is able tc

Even on "Twin Falls," which is the
only cover song on the album (originally
done by the Boise, Idaho band Built to
Spill), Ben Folds' personality is able to
shine through.
Some of the tracks show the goofy
and whimsical side of the band, fooling
around with heavy metal andrap on tracks
like "The Ultimate Sacrifice," "Satan is
My Master," and "For Those of Y'all that
Wear Fannie Packs." These tracks, while
fun to listen to as a novelty, are placed
right in the middle of the album and ultimately disrupt its cohesiveness, but that
is to be expected on an album of this
nature.

***l/2/ Ben Folds Five/ Naked Baby Photos/ (Caroline)
provide the same quirky sound provided
Whatever and Ever Amen. They don't
take themselves too seriously, which
makes relating to their music and lyrics
that much easier.
Since most of the tracks were re-

corded prior to Whatever's release, their
sound is not as refined, but it makes little
difference in the album's appreciation.
The heart of the band lies in their
honesty, both musically and lyrically.
They can fully express the powerful emo-

Whatever and Ever Amen is an album that has an almost addictive quality
to it. Naked Baby Photos exibits many of
these same traits, as fondness for each
song grows with additional listenings,
and the flow is only disrupted by the
middle of the album.
For those devoted Ben Folds Five
listeners, this release can only enhance
the appreciation of the band, and is a
great collection of those hard-to-find or
expensivereleases. Nonetheless, for those
beginner fans who have only heard
"Brick" or one of the other handful of
tracks played on the radio, either of their
first two releases would be a wiser purchase.
The

best

website

www. eonline. com/bff.

for

BFS

is

at

Rerelease of Blue Cheer shows punk roots
****

***

Blue Cheer
Vincebus Eruptom
(Mercury Records)

Various Artists
F?k Hell: This is a Tribute to Bad Religion

***

Modest Mouse
The Lonesome Crowded West
(Up Records)

Jules Verdone
Diary of a Liar
(Q Division)

(Tribute Records)

In recent years, punk music, with
few exceptions, has reached an all time
low in the areas of originality, talent,
lyrics and politics. Many of these problems can be attributed to the recent trend
of bands forgetting their roots. Rarely a
band seems to remember or respect many
of the greats who started their genre. One
incredibly influential band that has gone
unnoticed for about 25 years is Blue Cheer,
whose first album, Vincebus Eruption,
came out in 1963. In fact, many consider
this band to be one of the founding fathers
of the punk genre.
On the 35th anniversary of their first
release, Mercury Records has elected to
re-release all of their material digitally
re-mastered and uncut. Hopefully, punk
bands out there will give these CDs a
listen and learn a thing or two from the
innovators.
Even though Vincebus Eruptum does
not have the vicious and hard-hitting
music that punk has now become associated with, in the '60s they were as close as
one could get. The most dominant factor
in this album is the heavy guitars, pounded
aggressively by Leigh Stephens. Dick
Peterson's bass and vocals are thrown in
to flesh out the music. Finally, Paul
Whaley's drums drive the music and his
solos add another level to the band.
Peterson's lyrics are clearly secondary to the music, since at this early point
in their career Blue Cheer mostly performed cover songs of classics such as
"SummertimeBlues." However, on original songs such as "Out of Focus" and
"Second Time Around," the listener is
able to hear Peterson's developing songwriting talents. Essentially, the band is at
its most punk when they write their own
lyrics, dominated by themes of public
disturbance and sex.
For fans of punk, this album is a
worthwhile purchase, showing the purchaser this genre at a very embryonic
state. Even though the passage of 35 years
has tamed their music, they still have the
edge that made them so unique in their
own time.
Jonathan Raelin
?

Last year, many up-and-coming and
already beloved punk and hard-core bands
collected their efforts and produced a
tribute to the Misfits. This album, A Violent Society, was a pathetic attempt at
recreating the music of a legendary American punk band. Hopefully, history will
not repeat itself as a tribute of similar
proportions has just been released on Tribute records this year.
At a quick glance, this album, F?k
Hell: This is a Tribute to Bad Religion,
appears to be sketchier than A Violent
Society in many ways. Besides the censored title and the cover depiction of a
punk rocker beating up a clergyman, the
bands featured on this album are relatively unknown in America.
The majority of these bands are either from Sweden or England. Their geographic descent, along with their apparent accents, add some flavor to these
songs. The original lyrics of the songs are
changed since the bands have trouble pronouncing some of the words. Most of
bands on this tribute, such as Candysuck,
Flakes, Astream and Troublemakers, successfully pronounce the lyrics and keep
the harmonies relatively similar. The only
artists who radically changed the lyrics
are Blender. Blender's versions of
"Atomic Garden" and "Heaven is Falling" are riddled with mumbling that surprisingly resembles the original harmony.
The highlight of this album are the
two artists Astream and Troublemakers.
These bands showcased their talents with
Mr. Brett-esque guitar solos and the patented Bad Religion assault of hard rock
and harmony. The Troublemakers seem
to have Bad Religion's '94 release,
Stranger Than Fiction, down to a science. Their versions of "Incomplete" and
"The Handshake" are amazing.
This album is very impressive, surpassing the poor reputation that most expect on a tribute album. To try to fill the
shoes of a legendary band such as Bad
Religion is not an easy task. These Swedish bands seemed to rise to the occasion.
Martin Foncello
?

Just when it was beginning to seem
as if every indie band could accurately be
described as "sounds like Sonic Youth,
Pavement, or the Pixies." Modest Mouse
has come to save the day with 77?e Lonesome Crowded West from the tiny Up
Records.
With their second LP, in addition to
about 150 7" records and EPs, Modest
Mouse defines a sound which is impossible to place. This is a refreshing development in an industry where generic
sound-alike bands are more common than
North Face jackets on the Boston College
campus. Mixing a string section, obscure
tunings, clear melodies and meaningful
vocals, Modest Mouse can best be described as a '60s sounding orchestralindie-emo-band. For good measure, the
band even throws in some old-school vinyl scratching on "Heart Cooks Brain."
From the opening guitars of "Teeth
Like God's Shoe Shine," there is rarely a
predictable moment on this album. Guitars churn in ways previously unexplored;
catchy melodies slip in and out and always leave too soon, and often this all
occurs in the first minute of a single song.
It is a result of this perpetual morphing
that The Lonesome Crowded West is able
to withstand the test ofrepeated listening.
Perhaps the only semi-flaw of this
album is its length. Clocking in at over 70
minutes, it is often challenging to listen
to the entire CD in a single sitting. Because the band puts so much energy and
emotion into each song, hearing all 15
compositions in a row can be enervating.
This complaint, however, is slight in comparison to the album's many strong points.
Despite being a notch below their
1996 debut'LP, This is a Long Drive for
Someone With Nothing to Think About,
this album confirms that Modest Mouse
is one of the most exciting young bands of
the moment. With none of the band's
members having yet celebrated their 20th
birthday, it is almost frightening how
Modest Mouse has already created, and
mastered, a sound that is uniquely all
their own.
Richard Benjamin
?

Jules Verdone has been a favorite
among local musicians and critics for a
few years, and her debut album, Diary of
a Liar, will not lower her standing.
Verdone has crafted a very cohesive album that, though weighed down a little
by similarities among certain songs, is
generally pleasing to the listener.
Backed by some very solid musicians (The Gravel Pit's Ed Valauskas
plays bass; Kevin Salem and Letters to
Cleo's Michael Eisenstein add some guitar), Verdone explores the relationship
woes in a fashion similar to Aimee Mann.
Her voice is very restrained, but her words
hit with full force. In the standout rocker
"Keep This Up," she portrays a breakup
in a rather empowering way: "And then I
take down your picture and strike a match/
what a catch/ it seems like it's the only
flame in town since you burned out."
Three of the songs from her demo
tape also appear on Diary of a Liar, and
it's too bad the fourth, "You're Coming
Back," didn't. The gritty "Through My
Teeth," the melancholy "Little" and the
Boston Music Award-winning "Baltimore
or Less" all sound better on this release.
But not everything works. "Debt,"
about the struggles of staying financially
afloat, fails to make a big emotional impact, and "Everything's YourFault" is a
little too bland. Overall, the album is a
very solid work.
Kevin Finn
?

See SOUNDTRACKS, p. 26
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Scorsese masterfully explores Dalai Lama
By Matt Swenson
Heights Editor
KUNDUN: Martin Scorsese's latest film
tackles the subject of the Dalai Lama and
Tibet's battle with China for independence.
For the last 25 years, Martin Scorsese
has directed one great movie after another, and is now generally considered to
be the best American director of our time.
His. movies range from Taxi Driver to
Raging Bull to Coodfellas. all of which
are very different films. Despite the differences, and with few exceptions,
Scorsese has been able to get inside each
of his subjects' heads with great success.
This aspect of his storytelling is what
makes Scorsese one of the best directors
ever, and this has never been more evident than in his latest masterpiece,
Kundun.
On the surface, it seems surprising
that a director who has made his living off
of gangster movies would direct a film
about the Dalai Lama, a pacifist. However, upon further examination, it is clear
Scorsese makes movies about interesting
people and places, and if those people are
violent, so be it. He chooses scripts based
on his understanding of the character, not
on the amount of violence. Using that
criteria, Kundun seems like a perfect job
for a fine director.
The story starts with a holy man
searching forthereincarnation of the Dalai

Kundun shows a new side of director Martin Scorsese with its anti-violence theme.
Lama, who had died four years previously. His search leads him to find a twoyear-old child who lives in a far offcorner
of Tibet. Quickly, the holy man determines that he has found the 14th Dalai
Lama.

The movie seems more like a collection of episodes than an actual film, recounting stories of the Dalai Lama's life
from the age of two, until he leaves Tibet
as a young adult. Despite being told in an
almost anecdotal fashion, the movie holds

together nicely, thanks to the great direction and fine performances from the entire cast and specifically, the four actors
who portray the Dalai Lama.
The musical score, composed by
Philip-Glass, has already garnered
attention from critics, winning several
best musical score awards. The music's
acclaim is well deserved, hitting the
right note almost every time, though at
times overly ambitious.
The setting for the film is every
cinematographer's dream. The cinematography, along with the fabulous costumes, gives the audience a sense of
Tibet's climate and culture. Some of the
film shots and angles are absolutely remarkable, which is a trademark of a
Scorsese movie. The unique camera
angles make it a joy to watch his work.
Kundun is a triumph for Scorsese,
despite this being a risky project. He cast
no Hollywood stars, opting for real Buddhist monks instead. The acting quality
does not suffer as a result and is, in fact,
one of the best acted films in a long while.
Every moment of the film is engaging and
perfectly done.
Kundun is clearly one of Scorsese's
best works, perhaps only surpassed by
Raging Bull and Goodfellas, two films
largely considered to be among the top 10
movies of their respective decades.
Whether this film will receive this high
praise in the years to come remains to be
seen, but Kundun is simply a marvelous
movie.

Rivers Cuomo show Fallen can't get up
By Tom McGuinness
This past Wednesday, Boston was
blessed with yet another appearanceby
one of today's most exciting young
songwriters. Rivers Cuomo. At Central

Square's T.T. the Bear's. Cuomo, of
Weezer fame, delivered a short set of

pure pop heaven in his fifth and final
local appearance with the RiversCuomo
Band. This time, accompanied by
Weezer drummer Pat Wilson, Cuomo
treatedthe full house to songs both new
and old before flying Thursday to Los
Angeles to begin recording Weezer's
third album.
Cuomo'sband, a four-memberoutfit different from his previous appearances, opened the set with a new song,
"Rosemary." A well-crafted pop song, it
slowly built up to its climactic and extremely catchy chorus. It. along with the

other new songs, "The Prettiest Girl in
theWhole Wide World" and "Baby," was
a winner. Both poppy and clever, each
song was not nearly as cheesy as some of
the song's on their hit self-titled debut,
but more accessible and light-hearted than
the material in their sophomore effort,
Ptnkerton. If these songs are any indication of what the new album will be like,
it should definitely be a success.
The real thrill of the night, though,
was the inclusion of older material.
Though in each of his previous appearances Cuomo had played bo more than
one Weezersong, he treatedthe audience
ofWeezer fans to five classics. The audience was moderately responsive to
'"Getchoo" off of Ptnkerton. However,
thecrowd went nuts for performances of
"No dne Else," "Say It Ain't So," "Undone The Sweater Song," and "Only
?

See WEEZER, p. 26

Hard Rain washes out
By Bobby Thacker
Heights Staff
HARD RAIN: A new action/adventure
film from director Mikael Solomon, starring Christian Slater and Morgan Freeman.

The enormous box office success of
Twister has spawned a series of natural
disaster flicks, including Volcano, Dante's
Peak and the yet to be released Deep
Impact and Armageddon. Hard Rain is
Hollywood's latest attempt to cash in on
mother nature.
Christian Slater stars as Tom, an ar- ?
mored car driver who is attempting to
finish up a hard day of work before the
predicted torrential rains and flooding
make travel impossible. Tom, with his
uncle and partner, Charlie (Ed Asner),
runs into trouble when his truck gets stuck
in the middle of the flooded roads of the
town of Huntingburg.
It turns out that their troubles were
no accident, merely part of a heist orchestrated by Jim (Morgan Freeman) and his
band of thugs, which consists of a guy
who can spit out quotes from the Bible on
command, a former elementary school
teacher and a moron. The robbery does
not go as planned, and Charlie is accidentally killed. Tom refuses to surrender,
stashes the money, and the chase is on. It
becomes a free-for-all when the disgruntled lame duck sheriff (Randy Quaid)
and his deputies get in on the act and plan

to keep the three million dollars for them-

selves.
Hard Rain is only a mediocre film at
best. The movie has a good premise because of its story within a story: the characters not only have to contend with the
harsh elements for survival, but they must
also contend with one another. Nonetheless, the film fails to deliver on some
integral plot points. For example, the robbery is poorly orchestrated by Jim and his
gang, and one has to wonder whether or
not they had put any thought into the heist
at all.
The filmmakers remove any element
of surprise from the film by revealing, in
all of the trailers, that Quaid's sheriff
character abandons his duty to uphold the
law by trying to keep the money for himself. Believe it or not, HardRain actually
raises some interesting questions about
greed, loyalty and corruption, but ultimately the audience is left with a feeling
of uncertainty as it becomes hard to distinguish between the good guys and the
bad guys.
There are srme good sequences with
jet skis and other boats, but for the most
part, Hard Rain is a big disappointment
that did not come close to fulfilling its
enormous potential. Slater, who was also
a co-executive producer for Hard Rain,
will have a lot of time on his hands over
the next three months to ponder the problems with this film, as he will be spending
90 days in a California prison for drug
and assault charges.

By Katherine Lane
Heights Staff
FALLEN: A fantasy thriller directed by
Gregory Hoblit and starring Denzel
Washington, John Goodman andDonald
Sutherland.
One might expect that a film with a
fascinating premise and a solid cast
would be a real crowd pleaser; films
with far less criteria have succeeded.
Unfortunately, directorGregory Hoblit's
Fallen was not able to capitalize on its
assets.

Denzel Washington plays Detective John Hobbes. a dedicated officer
who has just witnessed the execution of
his nemesis, a murderer by the name of
Deese. As Deese is killed, he sings the
Rolling Stones' "Time is on My Side."
This eerie song becomes the eventual
anthem of the film, sung by all the bad
guys.
Right before the execution, Deese
grabs the hand of a guard. It is learned
that by doing this, the spirit of a fallen
angel named
Azazel
is

passed on to
the guard. This
ancient evil
spirit Azazel is
passed among

ton is effective as Hobbes. He is a good
cop who at first cannot believe this supernatural idea of an Azazel. Washington is
convincing, but his character is not inter-

esting. Washington seems stuck in his
Courage Under Fire role of the serious
investigator battling for the truth.
Donald Sutherland is cast appropriately as Washington's grim-faced supervisor. Still, the real surprise is John
Goodman. As Washington's partner
Jonesy, Goodman gives the film a firstrate performance. Goodman has not been
taken seriously for much of his carreer,
but after many years on television's
Roseanne and such memorable movie forays as King Ralph and The Flintstones,
Goodman seems primed for a more dramatic acting carreer in the future.
Aside from a few suspenseful scenes
which take place in a remote cabin, much
of the movie drags out for too long. The
film is part action, part thriller, part supernatural horror film and part cop movie
all rolled into one show. Because of this
mix of movie genres, Fallen evolves into
quite a muddled affair.

WIS SEMESTER GET A MmfL ffIMU
THAT WORKS FOR YOtL.

people
throughout the
film whenever
the
"host"
touches another person.
While
the
spirit is within
the person, it
commits horrible acts (Just
think of the defense: the evil
spirit made me
do it).
Azazel, in
its multiple
hosts, then sets
its sights on
Detective
Hobbes. With
his
fam i l y
threatened and
his own name
besmirched,
Hobbes must
put an end to
this fallen angel.
Washing-
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Soundtracks and Culture McMullen thrills in '98
with new surrealist exibit

Continued from p, 25

<\tuos, filed "Finn," introduces a string
of melancholy tracks composed of heartwrenching lyrics describing the emotional turmoil experienced by Finn, one

1/2
Mark Knopfler
[Wag theDog: The Soundtrack
(Mercury Records!
**

The movie Wag The Dog features
the best entertainers in their respective
fields coming together to make a wonderful movie. Us soundtrack, performed
In Dire Strait's Muik Knopller. docs not
live up to the film, but is still quite good.
While (here is nothing terribly wrong
with the music on the CD, the real mistake lies in the decision not to use all <>1
ihe music heard in the movie.
There is one song with lyrics, the
remaining pieces being entirely instrumental. The lyrical song comes at the
beginning of the soundtrack, possessing
the same name as the movie. It starts the
disc on a good note. This is followed
nicely by Working On It. which, like the
other tunes, is composed solely by the
guitar work of Knopfler and Richard
Bennett, and Guy Fletcher on keyboards.
Despite a slight lull in the middle of the
album, rhcircombined work is adequate.
The real problem with the soundtrack
is not what's on it, but what's not. The
entire album is only 24 minutes long,
making it difficult to say it is worth the
money. Secondly, some of the best parts
[of the movie were enhanced b> the songs
Willie Nelson performed. Those songs
truly capture the spirit of the movie, all
propaganda war pieces being used for a
fake war. The songs were well conceived
and performed and would have made an
excellent addition to this very short but
decent soundtrack.

?Matt Swenson

***l/2
Various Artists

Great Expectations
(Atlantic Records)

?

The Album

William Shakespeare's Romeo ami
Juliet was resurrected for the screen in a
modernized version of the timeless classic, accompanied by a successful
soundtrack packed with contemporary

alternative artists. Charles Dickens's
Great Expectations is taking a similar
route Thesoon-lo be realeased modernday tale, based loosely on Dickens's 19thcentury novel, has just released a
soundtrack of the film, loaded with fresh

tracks from current artists dominating
. .:, :.,
the music scene.
Instrumental vocalization by Tori

Continued from p. 1

of the story's central characters. The

solute reality, a Surreality." It is a method

yeanilng vocals of other prominent artists like The Verve Pipe, Durican Sheik
and Poe simiiarily depict the difficult
relationships and unresolved emotions

of art that embraces freedom of expression to create imagery that is undefinable
according to the reasons of logic. For
instance, floating objects, exaggerated
dimensions and visionary illusions are
typical of Surrealist works. The movement was an art revolution that began in
the 1920s and lasted until the early 19705.
Surrealism was a reaction from the artistic community against the horrors of
World War 1 and the methods of governing that led up to the war.
Numerous works of some of the most
distinguished Surrealist artists are on display as part of the McMullen Museum's
exhibit. A few of the most noteworthy
artists whose works should not be missed
include Paul Delvaux, Max Ernst, Man
Ray and Salvador Dali. Delvaux, with his
portraits of female figures, captures humanity in the eyes of his subjects, while
Ernst and Ray use color to enhance images that appear to leap off the paper in a
frenzy of excitement.
Dali, easily the most distinguishable

experienced in the novel. Scott Weiland,
minus the rest of Stone Temple Pilots,
wrote an original song whtch telates to
(he pain of of unrequited love.

Classic rock is present on the
soundtrack with The Grateful Dead's
"Uncle John's Band." Groups like Reef
and Pulp, which are respected in the
alternative genre but haven't yet reached
mainstream status, make their presence
known with songs like "Resignation"
and "Like A Friend." once again relating
feelings of remorse and longing
The greatest aspect of this
soundtrack is the vast variety of arti .ts
All merge together to create songs that
unfurl lyrics which closet) relate to the
h IV c \pe nonces Ofthemain characters in
Great Expectations.
AHegni Pollock
?

of Surrealist painters, transfigures time
and space with a natural flare that even
non-Surrealist fans can appreciate. His
American Trotting Horses, no. 1 is not to
be missed. Further, the Black and Red
Series prints by Joan Miro are a must see.
At first the prints may seem like nothing
more than a chaos of squiggles, but look
closer
there's enough depth and images to fuel a philosophical debate.
With prints spanning the entire 50-year period, the exhibit shows the progression of the Surrealist movement and
the artists who kept it alive, from its
vibrant beginning to its dignified end.
Artists and non-artists alike will appreciate the emotions and character found in
each print. With students, alumni, artists
and your everyday art appreciator flocking to BC's McMullen Museum of Art,
there's an atmosphere of celebration and
joy spreading throughout campus for Surrealism and its contribution to the art
community. Even the most skeptical of
critics will be caught up in the excitement. To miss the opportunity to see Surrealism in all its glory, here at BC, would
be the regret of a lifetime.
?

Culture
Culture
(Good Life Recordings)
Welcome to Culture, a band that,
hails from the great state ol Florida. This
is a sophomore effort foi this metalcore/hardcore band, after their first release of a split CD with Belgium's Kindred. Culture is a straight-edge band
whose lifestyle rejects alcohol, tobacco
and drugs.
There are four songs on this CD
plus a spoken \\ ord piece. The font songs
are straight up metal, minus the ridiculous solos. Really, who besides the gods
"f metal Slayer, can actually pull off a
solo? The first song, "Oath." is full of
good \u25a0.hanging guitar parts and solid
drumming. The only parts that are (ess
than pleasing are the vocals that were
sung, not veiled; they just don't work
with metal The other three songs arc in
the same vein as the first, with intelligent and powerful lyrics. Perhaps the
best line on the album is "although you
will die, 1 will simply end," from
"Everyman."Thespoken word piece (ells
of a man who has become devoid of
feeling and the solemnity in which he

now lives.
Culture Creates angry, sincere and
intelligent music. However, as an import. Good Life, a Belgian label, will not
be easy to add to your collection.
-?Kevin LaBonge

Weezer star plays
great show at T.T.s
Continued from p. 25
in Dreams." Unable to move due to the
crowded club, thecrowd sang along, nodding their heads and reciting every word.
The only disappointment of the night
was the shortness of the set. Cuomo's
explanation was that the band had only
been practicing for a week. Considering
this, Wednesday's show was certainly an
impressive one. Engaging and adept,
Cuomo once again proved that he is one
of the best young songwriters in pop
music.
Cuomo's music was in contrast to
opener American Measles, who served
the crowd a dose of monotonous, edgy

pop. Most notably lacking in the band
were the poor lead vocals. The songs
could have easily passed for quality songs
with a good lead vocalist. They also could
have used another guitarist. Further, it
would not have hurt them to write some
songs that sound different, and it is never
a good idea to insult the crowd.
The second band, Cherry 2000, was
far more impressive. Dark and loud, they
engaged the crowd as it waited for its
beloved Rivers. Their hard rock style and
male/female lead vocals were a nice contrast to the styles of the other bands. They
were quite friendly with the audience,
and each member utilized their own strong
stage presence.

Come to the Review meeting to tell Conor and Allegra your
Oscar picks. Meeting 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Eagles Nest.

Untitled, by Yves Tanguy

?

a

surrealist piece from the Gilbert Kaplan Collection.
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The Classifieds
781 -461 -2437

SITTER, PEPPY, 2 to 3 MORNINGSAVK
7am-B:3oam, to help with 2 children, walk
them to school, very close to BC Boston campus, call eves before 9, 964-3544.
Fart time nanny
5-year old boy on Newton
16-20 hrs/week
Call Katherine or Sam (617) 969-1592 after
6p.m.
Nannywanted in Dedham for child aged 5 1/
2 and twins aged 4. Must be experienced,
cheerful,capable. Must drive, notsmoke. Live
in or out. Excellent pay. Begin 3/1/98. Call
781-461-2437.
Experienced sitter needed tor one toddler
and two school-aged children in Newton.
Twenty-five to thirty-five hours per week.
Flexible hours/days. Live-in situation available (private bed room/bath room/en trance).
Prefer a commitment through the summer.
Good salary. CallLiz at6l7-964-7000 or 617-969-2575.
Babysitter wanted. 2 fun kids, ""ballerina" 8
y.o. "batman" 4 y.o. Occasional nights/weekends. References and experience required.
Close to BC. 566-2959.
Dyslexic Jrd grader and her pre-school
brother need childcareand homework help.
Ideal schedule is 3pm-6pm/Monday-Thursday, but will be flexible for the right bright,
patient person. Chestnut Hill area. 566-5108.

Wanted
Two adorable, well-behaved boys (4 1/2
years and 15 months) lookingfor a baby-sitter
to have fun with them two Saturday nights a
month. Must have experience and a strong
love for children and fun. Need to be responsible, reliable, and have superior references.
Car preferred but not essential. Please call
Corinneat 617.6643391 (8:30-5pm Mon-Fri)
or 617.527.9992 (after 6pm or on the weekIncredible baby-sitter

end).

Babysitter needed. Mondays 2:30-5. 'i'hursdays 1-5. Fortwo children (7 and 3) in Newton
Center. Experience,car required. $9/hour. 244-

____

-2676.

Child care needed tor my two boys -1 and
3. Two weekday afternoons starting at Ipm.
Days are flexible. Experience and references
please. No smokers. Call Marianne (617)928-

-1869.

Daytime job in NewtonCentre. Care tor iyear old boy and infant girl. M-W 10:30-4:30
and F 10:00-2:00. References. Call 332-0655.
Seeking students for part-time care lor tour
children. 15 to 25 hours from each student.
Hours flexible. Driver's licence preferred,
nonsmoking. $10/hour. Call 617-739-2050.

-

-

Located in BrookJine and T accessible.
Newton After-school care needed tor our
fun-loving 7 year old girl and her personable
poodle. Pick-up at school, help with homework, drive to activities, lighthousework. Nonsmoker. Car required. Hours: Monday 3:00-7:30 and/or Tuesday 12:30-5:30. Call 617-964-3144.
-

Childcare needed tor two nice children (ages
11 and 9) in Newton. Occasional weekend

and/or weekdayevenings. Car preferred. Please
call Leslie at 244-2666.
Evening babysitter needed in Newton. Two
evenings per week. Eight year old girl and four
year old boy. Approx. 5:30-8:00p.m. Occasional weekends available as well. References
required. Own transportation to our house
needed (not "T" accesible). Please leave message (617)
BABYSIT! EX NEEDED:
Newton Centre.
Flexible Day Hours.
No car necessary.
Call 527-6410.
Part-time nanny
5 1/2 y. old boy in Newton
12-20 hr./wk/
Call Katherine after 6pm
617-969-1592.
BABYSITTER NEEDED
For 2 children ages 9 and 7 in Brookline for
occasional Friday or Saturday night. Own
transportation. Non-smoking.References. Call
566-0015 evenings.
Nanny wanted in Dedham for child ages 5 1/
2 and, twins aged 4. Must be experienced,
cheerful, capable. Must drive, not smoke. Live
in or out. Excellent pay. Begin 3/1/98. Call

DO GOOD AND DO WELL. Handicapped
female graduate student needs help with personal care and weekly swim. Mornings or
evening. Flexible hours, no experience necessary. Sensitive and responsible female students only. Info call 552-3752.
Looking lor the ideal job .' Look no further
Start earning money today in theexciting field
of real estate! We are looking for a few motivated, energetic students who would be interested in gaining valuable experience and earning lots of money as a rental agent. Show
apartments to fellow students who want or
need to live offrcampus. What could be easier?
Hours are flexible & we're located right across
the street from main campus. We can help you
obtain your real estate license in a very short
time! We can also offer you an interesting
administrative position in our office, so you
can start earning money right away! Call now
for more info: The Next Move Realty, B.C.'s
Off-Campus Housing Specialists 527-6655.
Earn $S<HH>- $IU,OUU for the semester, rent-

I

-

ing apartments & houses to fellow BC students for next year!!! Will train, flexible
hours, great location next to BC Main Gates on
Comm Aye. Need car and RE license. Must be
motivated, reliable and enthusiastic. Other BC
students on staff, plenty offree parking. Hiring
now, so call now for details, BC's GREAT
PLACE FOR GREATPLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
Fresh Samantha Juices is looking tor part
time help in productsampling and marketing.
Fun work, flexible hours, good experience!
Call 617-266-4323. Car is required.

Fun instructors needed to presenl science
activities for kids at schools & parties. Need
car and experience with kids. Training provided.PT. Pay: $20-$25/ lhr. program. Mad
Science: 617-484-6006.
HOOTERS OF BOSTON is looking tor
kitchen and HOOTER GIRL positions.
HOOTERS is opening in late February by
The Fleet Center. Please call 973-0668 for an
interview.

Love kids? Then do we have the job tor you!
PARENTS IN A PINCH has flexible
childcare jobs in the child's home. Earn $B+/
hr.! If you have a! least 2 full days or afternoons
starting by Ip.m,callJOY at 617-739-KIDS.
Advertising Sales Positions

University Directories is hiring students to
sell yellow page advertising for several
official campus telephone directories in the
Boston area this summer. Commission
based pay structure. Training program.
Excellent sales & marketing experience.
Call l-« 00-743-5556 Ext.l43orvisit
www.universitydireclories.com.
Young, fun cookie co. needs evening delivery drivers. Must Have Own Car. $42-$66/
night. Sun-Thurs. 7pm- lam. Many shifts avail-

able. 783-8833.

Brighton September apartments are in!
Great locations. 1657-1800 Comm., 1945-1947 Comm., Sutherland Rd., Cleveland
Circle, I9oo's Beacon. Foster St., South St.,
Chiswick Rd. and many others. Call All-Bright
Realty 783-9131.
best B.C. Apartments
Updated Listings
Still PlentyLeft!
At Home Realty has the absolute largest
selection of great B.C. off-campus apartments and houses. Call us first See why At
Home Realty is voted B.C.'s #1 apartment
source, year after year. We listen. We care.
We're...different! Call At Home Realty today
at 738-1820. Let us help you find an apartment
you will love.
18 Bedrooms... Exclusive thru AT HOME
-

REALTY only! Huge house, steps to B.C.
shuttle. Group ofguys? No problem! 4 baths,
2 eat-in-kitchens, 4 large common areas, full
basement! $500 each.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
14-15 Bedrooms. ..Victorian mansion on
Comm. Aye. Rent the whole house! 4 baths, 2
modern kitchens, washer/dryer,parking, huge
common areas, one of the best off-campus
B.C. houses! Big enoug for 20 or more! $450
each.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
10Bedrooms.. Three level house on Chiswick
Rd. 4 baths, huge porch, giganticrooms, parking, steps to the shuttle, 2 modern kitchens,
tons of space, renovated and clean. One of the
best! $7500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
10 Bedrooms...One of the last single family
houses available. Guys? No problem. Renovated and spacious, 3 full baths, 10 parking
spaces, awesome B.C. location on Kinross
Rd., won't last. $6500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9Bedrooms-Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Wallingfordßd. 2 levels of living
space, plus a full basement! 2 baths, extra large
bedrooms, 2 livingrooms, spacious and modem, great house! We have 2 identical 9 bedroom units available in this house. Call today!

4 Bedrooms.. .Comm. Aye. across from
Chansky's. Large and tidy, eat-in-kitchen,
pantry, sunny, and cheerful. 2 identical unils
available. $1950.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms. ..Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Some of the best B.C. buildings.
1653, 1657, and 1661 Comm. AyeSpacious
and sunny, parking, renovated and clean. Fits
6 easily. Several units available, but they're
going fast! $1900-$2lOO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms... 1 680- 1 682 Comm. Aye. Huge,
renovated, largest common area of any building anywhere! Modem eat-in-kitchen, large
bedrooms, sunny, clean, live in one of the
legendary B.C. buildings. Still afew units left.
SI9OO-S2lOO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms. -Chestnut Hill Aye. near South
St. Dining Room, large rooms, porch, very
spacious layout,walk to campus. $2100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms.. .Strathmore Rd., dangerously
close to Mary Ann's. Huge eat-in-kitchen, 2
baths, parking, porch, renovated, great layout
with study, 2 units available. $2300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms. ..Ultra modem Victorian detail!
Gorgeous house, totally new, 2 baths, fireplace, porch, 2 parking, Selkirk Rd. at
Sutherland. Wow! $2500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms.. .Cummings and Egremont Rd,
Still a few left. Great B.C. address, parking
available, renovated kitchen, priced to move.

$4500.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9Bedrooms... Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Gorgeous house on Colliston Rd,
Three levels, plus basement space. Recently
renovated, 3 baths, porch, extra large rooms,
extra clean and real sunny, a beauty! $3500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7-8Bedrooms. ..Comm. Aye. mansion! Goureat-in-kitchen,
met
2 full baths, washer/dryer,
porch, renovated and humongous. Great location, B.C. shuttle at your doorstep. $5300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 Bedrooms.. .Luxurious house on South St,
Absolutely gorgeous. Almost too nice! Completely renovated, 2 full baths, porch, fireplace, washer/dryer, parking, for those who
want the best! $3400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6Bedrooms.. Chiswick Rd. 2 levels, gigantic
rooms, renovated last year, 2 baths, huge deck,

Hurry! $1475.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms...Chestnut Hill Aye. at South St.
Newly renovated, very spacious, dishwasher/
disposal, private entry, great location! $1700.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms-Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! The heart of Cleveland Circle!
1932-1950Beacon St., and 3-7 Sutherland Rd.
Huge and renovated, awesome B.C. location!
Still a few units left, but not for long! $1850.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms...Chiswick Rd. Extra large, modem eat-in-kitchen, parking, steps to the B.C.
shuttle, 3 identical units available. $1800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3Bedrooms.. .Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Huge and renovated, best B.C.
locationat 1653, 1657,and 1661 Comm. Aye.
Modem eat-in-kitchen, parking, laundry, tons
of living space, still a few left but hurry!

parking, great location, great layout! $4600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

5 Bedrooms.,. Was rented, but it's back on the
market! The heart of Cleveland Circle on
Beacon St., right above Store 24. Modern,
huge, awesome B.C. location. This one will be
gone soon. Better hurry! $3100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 Bedrooms... Foster St. Nice house, so close
to campus you can walk toclass! Large rooms,
parking, very sensiblypriced. $2250.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
sBedrooms... Ultra cool house on Selkirk Rd.,
near Sutherland. Dining room, modern kitchen,
2 baths, porch, gleaming hardwood floors,
more! $3400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4Bedrooms. ..Foster St. Walk to campus from
this great B.C. house. Modem with parking,
very sensibly priced. We have two 4-bedroom
units available. $1800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

$1800-$2lOO.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms. ..Town Estates luxury
townhouses! 2 baths, 2 parking, pool, A.C.,
dishwasher/disposal, easy walk to 8.C., going
fast but still some left. $1550-1650.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
2Bedrooms... We have tons of 'em. Too many
to list $1250-$ 1600. Call today!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
No pressure...No 8.5....N0 used car
salesman. Just honest reliable service from
the most professional and knowledgeable
agents in the B.C. rental community. Your
time is valuable. We won't waste it Please
call today.
.
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to the winners of the NIKE College Flag Football National Championship held
during Sugar Bowl week in the Big Easy. Over 2,000 athletes competed; here are the champs:
? Men's Division: Ohio State
University, Med-Staff Raiders
?
Women's Division: Instituto Politecnico Nacionale (Mexico)
Co-Rec Division: Northeast Louisiana University

Congratulations
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Hi, I'm Tomen Tse, your NIKE student rep. Sportsl/2Page plugs you into upcoming sports and
NIKE events at BC. Email me at tomen.tse@nike.com with events, athletes or teams you think
deserve a mention. To reach NIKE HQ, try: sports.halfpage@nike.com . .

.

1

Got your New Year's resolutions in check? Get back into the swing of things by participating in
a serving contest during one of the tennis classes at the Plex. Show off your skills and burn off a

| few extra calories. Need a little more incentive? Look for your NIKE rep on hand with prizes to
help you "aoe" the New Yey.
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AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
Modern 5 bed-

Prime

Cleveland Circle

-

room, 2 baths, kitchen, living room, dining
room, large extra finished room in basement,

fireplace, and carage parking. $5000/mo,
Available 9/98.
Brighton - Selkirk Rd. 2 units available, modern 4 bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen, and living
room, 2 parking spots. Great unit and location.
£3000/(110. Available 9/98.
Brighton 1721 Commonwealth Aye. Unii
_?

-

#1

-

3 bed, modem kitchen, and 1.5 baths.

Large rooms and back porch. $2200/monlh.
Available 9/1/97.
137 Chiswick#6, renovated 3 bed, I bath, and

eat-in kitchen. Heat and hot

water

included.

$l80()/mo.

141 Chiswick#3, renovated 3 bed, 1 bath.and
eat-in kitchen. Heat and hot water included.
$1800/

mo.

141 Chiswick#6, renovated 3 bed, 1 bath, and
eat-in kitchen. Heat and hot water included.
$1800/

THE HEIGHTS
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mo.

All Chiswick units have washer and dryer in
the apartment and garage parkingis available.
Houses available Comm. Aye, Kinross Rd.,
Nottinghill Rd.. Mi. Vernon Rd!
DISCOUNTED FEE!!!
For more information, call: 617-553-0657
?

www.bostonapartmenis.com

level (two 4 beds, one 3

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
TO BLDS... NewIy "remodeled mansion on
Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731 -5434
BEDS. ..Legendary house on
Kinross...Otis Day & the Knights favorite
place to p1ay...56200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 61 7-73 1 -5434
9 BliDS... Couldn't ask tor a better location. A
4 1/2 and a 5bedroom apartment right around
thecornerfrom Mary Ann's. Accessible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
the street!...s2soo.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
5 BEDS'.Theliearl drCTeYeland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
52700 and $1800!!!
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
BBEDS...BbedonWallingtordKd.Airwecan

say is that their ain't nothin 1 belter. Comfortably holds 11 people. Modern kitchen & dishwasher, washer/dryer in the apt. (not coin
operated). Has a full dining room, Spread out
over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL
WE REPEAT ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of day5...54200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
7 8UU5...3 bath, newly renovated kitchen and
bath. 10 people o.k. $4200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
6 BEDS. ..MewIy painted, hardwood floors.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731 -5434
6 BEDS... Gerald Kd. In charming house close
to school. Good for 9. $4000
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
6 BEDS...CooI b bed on the Right ot South St.
Easy walking or biking distance to BC (unless
you are super lazy). To cheap to list! $3600
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
5 BEDS... Beacon St. (Near Store 24). Renovated building,baths, and large rooms... better
view than the Top of the Hub...53100.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
4 BEDS. Smack dabonStrathmoreKd..Beautiful brownstone...superbunique detail, parking inc. Don't miss this one! $2500
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
-

(other units available)
GREENLINE REALLY
1956 BEACON ST. @ CLEVELAND
CIRCLE
731-5434
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING SPECIALISTS
BEST SELECTION & BEST PRICES
EXCLUSIVE
LISTINGS
MANY
We will pick you up and drop you off, or walkin... No appointment needed.
~

14 BEU5...Kent the whole house!

$6400 or $2200 each
bed).

Totally

redone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking, gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and porches.
Monster!... $3800 each.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

12BEDS...Walhngtordkd.House...absolutely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, more! $7400 all utilities included.

of Pete the Greek)
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
11 BEDS.. .Moderntownhouse on Comm Aye.
Great space & location ...live like a Bostonian!

(Home

-

..

4 BEDS...Great home on Gerald. Suburban
feel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
parking inc. This apartment is so close to
campus you will have to think of new excuses
to play hooky, and 0n1y...52850.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
4 BLDS..T7onimonwealth Aye. Location.
location, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin
lever is impossible with a living room like
this... yours for the low price 0f...52000.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
3-4 BEDS... Many Clarridee House units available. Cal! to block them how you like! $2100-$2500.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731 -5434
3 BEDS...NewIy paihled, hardwood floors!
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
3 BEDS... Beautiful modem lownhouse near
Cleveland Circle... Modem kitchen and bath

pkg. $2500
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
3 BLUS-.Citysideat Cleveland Circle...Block
them anyway you like...we only have a few
left, so don't delay... $1600-$ 1900 (good for
to 5).

up
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS...Live in Cleveland Circle... Kenovated 2 bed, dishwasher, disposal. Near shops
and shuttle... $1650.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS...Penthouse 2 Bed

at

Kesevoir

place.

All modem, laundry. Poo! great for 3. $1800.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS...Commonwealth Aye... All modem
porch, heat inc. & laundiy.Cute, cozy. & only
$1600 (perfect for 4).
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS.-Sutherland Kd... What more do you
want? Everything modem, dishwasher & disposal, Cityside, Pino's, C-Line, D-Line, BC
shuttle, heat, hot water... too much information... going to expolde!!! $1350.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

preceding is just a sampling ot what we
have... Many more exclusive listings. Call us
loday and tell us where you want to live!
GREENLINE REALTY
1956 Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle
(617)731-5434
REDUCED FEES on these PRIME B.C.
through
BUILDINGS
AT HOME REALTY
only! The heart of Cleveland Circle... Awesome B.C location. 1932, 1942, and 1950
Beacon St., 3 and 7 Sutherland Rd. Large and
Ihe

«

modern. 2 beds from $1450. 3 beds from
$ 1800.Won't last. Drastic fee reductions...save
hundreds! Call loday. AT HOME REALTY
738-1820.
73J-HlOl Hillside Properties Inc 731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE HOUSING
SPECIALIST

4 Beds In house, on Foster St..on Shuttle bus.
3 mills walk tocampus. hardwood floors, eal in
-

Beds On Shuttle, huge house, extra large
bedrooms, many doubles, modern kitchen, 3
baths, parking available, only $400 per person
$5,100.
-

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
ijlTComni Aye. on shuttle. Triplex,
hardwood floors, large rooms, healed, 2 full
baths, porches, free laundry. ONLY $400/
person $4,000.
Cull: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
7T?eds - Duplex. Cleveland Circle, brand new.
hardwood floors, deck, laundry, dishwasher
and disposal, garage parking, only $500/pe7 Beds

rson

-

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
3Beds- across troin(.'ilyside' gleaming hardwood floors, modern kitchen, walk in closets.
swimming pool, includes heat and hot water

Call: Hillside Properties Inc. 731-0101.
Aye. wTTTTto wall carpeting.
I 1/2 baths, dishwasher/disposal, porch, heal
and hot water included, only $410/per-"

3 Beds- on Comm

son

$1650.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
very
sunny, modem kitchen, dishwasher/disposal,
porch, only $465/ person $1400.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101

3 Beds on shuttle, wall to wall carpeting,
-

$5,000.
-

3 Beds

-

BC community, extra large, hard-

wood floors, sunny, porch, includes heat and
hot water, parking available, only $370/pe-

rson

$1475.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.

-

L Beds In house, Duplex, ultra modern, wall
to wall, eat-in-kitchen, 2 full baths, washer and
dryer in the unit, 2 car parkins $ 1,600.
-

$2,600.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
Beds In house, 3 mm. walk to campus,
quite, hardwood floors, extra large, cat in
kitchen, parking available, only $380/ person
$1,900.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
4 Beds near Chansky's, Duplex, ultra modern, wall to wall, modern kitchen, 2 baths,
deck, skylights, 2 car parking, laundry, only
$2,400.
$400/person
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
4Beds on hoster St.. in house, dining room,
fireplace, modem kitchen, porch, laundry,
garage parking, only $475/person
$2,850
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
Aye.,
4 Beds on Comm
clandge house, many
available from $1,800 to $2,200
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
4 Beds in house, hardwood floors, eat in
kitchen, dishwasher/disposal, 2 porches, 2 car
parking,good location for parties, only $500/
person $2,000.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101

5

$1,800.

Properties. Inc. 731-0101
Call: Hillside
-

J Beds On Chiswick Kd. wall to wall carpeting, moderneat inkitchen, washer and dryer in
theunit. includes heat and hot water.....,.$ 1,700.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
BTleds Walking distance. Charming, Immaculate, sunny, gleaming hardwood floors,
fireplace, 2 full baths, parking, laundry, only
$450/person 4,5000.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
5 Beds tixtra large, very sunny, hardwood
floors, modem EIK kitchen, 2 full baths, heated,
parking, on shuttle, only $425/person

5450/pe-

kitchen, parking available, only
rson $1,800.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
Z Beds ort Comm Aye,

-

-

in

houses, buildings,

1.000 to $1500.
many available, from
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
MAJNV MOKE AVAILABLE
CALL NOW:
Hillside Properties 731-0101 / Next to
Chansky's /1694 Comm Aye
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! WELCOMEBACK! HAPPY NEW YEAR! 1998
IS HERE
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR
APARTMENT YET? TIME TO
RENT WE HAVE THE BIG HOUSES
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR CLOSE TO
CAMPUS! BUT THEY ARE GOING
FAST! NEXT MOVE REALTY IS THE
OLDEST, MOST REPUTABLE OFFICE
SPECIALIZING IN B.C. OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING. WE ARELOCATEDACROSS
THE STREET FROM ST. IGNATIUS
CHURCH NEAR WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY (TWODOORSWEST)CALL
NOW! 527-5655 TO SEE THE BEST SE-

-

-

-

-
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Tacos To Go!
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We're Ames. One of the dominant discount store chains in America, with more than $2 billion in sales and
300 stores in 14 states across the Northeast. Currently, we're looking for dynamic, creative, successoriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical, and planning skills!

Open Everyday
10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Assistant Buyer Training Program
Because discount retailing has developed into a complex, dynamic field where farsightedness and strategic
planning are essential for success, we've created a formal, 10-week training program for you that couples
comprehensive classroom seminars and on-the-job training with a successful Buyer.
Upon successful completion of the 10-week program, you will become an Assistant Buyer. Then, you'll
work alongside a Buyer, assisting in the management of a $20 to $100 million business! As an Assistant
Buyer, you will continue to participate in ongoing developmental seminars, Business Analysis Group
Workshops, and other training support programs...all designed to ultimately prepare you for a career in

1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner 739-7300
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
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Buying.

Finance Executive Trainees

As a Finance Executive Trainee, you will participate in our 10-week training program, designed to provide
you with an understanding of the fundamentals of retail and orient you with Ames. On-the-job training in
our Finance Division is coupled with seminars and classes taught by senior management.

B

\u25a0*' ifl

Upon successful completion of the 10-week training program, rotational on-the-job training continues as
you work within the various departments of our Finance Division, such as Planning & Analysis, Internal
Audit, Accounting, and Accounts Payable.

We're looking for dynamic, creative, success-oriented graduates with excellent communication, analytical,
and planning skills.

B3U '\u25a0

If that's you, please come talk to us!
We'll be at Boston College on the following days:
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Information Session
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O'Neill Library, Room 254
Monday, February 23rd

7:oopm-B:3opm
On Campus Interviews
Career Center
Tuesday, February 24th
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Contact your Career Center to schedule an interview or for more detailed information.

Department Stores, Inc., Rocky Hill, CT
Ames is an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
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MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
1 luge 4Kd houses on RADNORK CROSBY
all renova'd & gorg! Efeaur decks! For 5-6.
$415 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY' 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Awesome 4-12 bd hide in heart ot CLEVEI.AND CIRCLE. Besfstudent bid", group of
6. 12 or 18.$400ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Nicest 3 or 6 BEDliouse in CLEVELAND
CIRCLE Knockout place! For 4-10 $460
includes all
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
One ol the biggest & best! UPPER COMM
AYE Huge 4 bd biggest liv mi ever! Charm
galore! 2baths Quiet tenants only! For group
of 6....5400 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
TWUHUGE4BEDSquieI street near BLUESTONE BISTRO porches, yard, GOOD
FOR 5-10. $440 EACH.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

LECTION OF EXCLUSIVE HOUSES &
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL
527-6655
Our expert tnendly statMooks forward" to
serving all your off-campus housing needs.
We take pride in our excellent reputation & our
ability in provide personal service. We will
walk you through each step of the rental
process in the hope of making it as painless
6 hassle free as possible.
NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL
527-6655
NEXT MOVE REALTY HAS
IN ALL THE MOST DESIRABLE
LOCATIONS!:
THESE INCLUDE EVERYTHING
FROM OLDER CHARMING
MANSIONS TO BEAUTIFUL
CONTEMPORARY TOWNHOUSES.
THE AVERAGE RENT PER PERSON
IS $400-$450
NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL
527-6655
REMEMBER THE BEST & IHE
BIGGEST HOUSES GO FAST! NOW IS
THETIME TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO COME IN TO SEE AND RENT
THESE HOUSES! Make your next move
TO NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655.
I he lollowmg is a sampling ot our listings:
One of the best off campus houses! Two huge
7 bd units in beautiful 2 family on COMM
AYE ON SHUTTLE 5 baths, two kit's, laun.
prkg. Good for group of 13 or 26. $384 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
I wo 5 bed units m same house oft CHbs, i
NUT HILL AYE. Has lots of character &
Charm & 8 car parkingFeels like a real home!
Cheap! Less than S4OO Ea. For 5-12.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Incredible brand new 8 bd hse ott
FOSTER prkg. 2 kit's, fab deck Must see!
For 5-10. $416 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Gorg 8 BED sgtejam hse on GERALD RD
frpl, 3 new baths, mod kit. prkg. For 8-9. $430

CHISWICK AWESOME STUDENT
BLGD! Each good for 5 laun prkg $350 each
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Biggest 4 bd close to CITYSIDE CLEVELAND CIRCLE. All student bldg. Good for
6. $400 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Wonderful spac 4 BED in great house on
FOSTER. Good for 6. $400 EACH.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Lux 3 bd hse on GERALD RD trpl. laun.
prkg, Irge livingarea, yard, Fab Loc! $500 ea.
Group of 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

ea.

Large 3 bd

-

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

Wonderful 7bd sgle tarn on LAKE SI trpls

large kit. nice yard. prkg. Good for 10. $350
ea.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Several huge modem 3-4 beds nearChansky s,

large commonareas, two baths, parking,laundry. Good for group of 5-6. $400 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE

WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

Sunning6 bd hseon GERALD KU, character

frpl, prks:. Yard. 2 baths, group of 9. $440 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Great b-6 Bed HOUSE ON SOUTH ST. 1
baths. Huge gorgeous kitchen, parking. $500
per person max. 10 people.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE

WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

Fab S&6 bed two tamily house

in CLEVE-

LAND CIRCLE. ABSOULTELY BEAUTIFUL! Two baths, laundry.All new! Good
for 5-11. $440 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Lovely 5 bed on FOSTERS Charming &
spacious, great landlord. BEST BARGAIN
AROUND! Good for 6-7. $340 ea.

hour tabulous huge 4 BED condos on

in

house. Living/dining

mi

with

frpl. Cannot get any closer to campus. Plenty
of parking. Good for 4 or 5. $420 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Spacious, sunny 3bd in student building.Parkingavailable. Good for 4. $368 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

Attractive mod spacious 3 bd on LUMM

AYE, ON SHUTTLE, 1.5 baths Ei.
CHEAPO! For 4-5. $280 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Awesome 2&3 bds

in

building next to

Chansky's.Block off apts. For large groups.

Good

for 4 or 5 people per apt. $350 ea.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
2 & 3 BD in building. Live in the heart of
Cleveland Circle in these legendary apts.

5. $340 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
2 BD in buildingon upper Comm. Aye. Shuttle
and T rinht out front. Good for 4. $312 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Huge
2 BUS on KJSi EX in gorg 1
Two lab.
l,im, pkg. laun. alt the pluses. Good for 4-S.
Ciood lor 4 or

"

$450.

many. many more available,
call and we will find it for
vol::

new

for <iff campus housing. Call us loday on ihe
ads listed below. Ask about our 1/2 and low fee
specials
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211.
12 BEIIon Wallinglord Kd. Hugehouse, two
kitchens. 4 levels, three decks, walk to shuttle.
A greal deal. $9000.
''EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

on south St. Huge apartment 1 tlrs. 1
baths, porch, walk rt to campus, renovated,
one of the last near school.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
8 BKU

7 BED

pkg, 3 baths. 3 levels, awesome location..
$4000.00

EAST COAST REALTY ..739-2211
in Cleveland Circle 2 bathslop fir

listings daily

27a commonwealth aye,
chestnut hill ma 02167
next move realty 527-6655
LOOKERS GET THE GREAT PLACES
6 HOUSES FOR SEPTEMBER OF '98
NOW!!! CALL NOW FOR A SNEAK PREVIEW OF HOUSES & APARTMENTSFOR
NEXT YEAR!!! Just a few listings ?
14 BED
Great mansion near Bluestone
Bistro. hardwood floors, four baths, two kitchens, parking, etc. $450+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
12 BED
Near 2000 block Comm. Avt\
block this brownstone with your friends, three
kitchens, three baths, etc. $425 each
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
?

?

10 BED
Cleveland Circle, great size bedrooms, hardwood floors, large ultra modem
kitchen, ureal location, $450+
?

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
8 BED
Near (Jreyditt Hall, exquisitely
renovated house with all the bells and whist les!
New floors, kitchens and baths, parking, laundry, etc. Walk to B.C. S4so+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
7BED Near f-oster Street, one ot a kind arts
& crafts style house, fireplace, two modem
bathrooms, modem kitchen, laundry,parking,
walk to bC, $465+
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
6 BED
Near BC Main Gates, great roomy
duplex, two baths, large modem kitchen, fireplace, hardwood floors, laundry,parking, walk
to BC, $465+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
6 BED ? Near Bluestone Bistro, ultramodem
house, great kitchen, two baths, great condition, parking, two steps from shuttle, $460+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
5 BED
Cleveland Circle hotspot! Ureal
apartment in brownstone, new kitchen and
baths, wall to wall carpel, parking, laundry,
?

?

Cleveland Circle. Your own house

in

6 BED

your living room. $1700.00.

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
hgremont and Cummings. Huge

3 BEDS on

apartments in good condition with parking
avail., porches, the best deal in town. Realtor
fee as low as $300.

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 BED on Commonwealth Aye, huge apt with
modem kitchen, many to choose 1653-1661.
$1800.00

EAST COAST REALTY...739-221 1
2 BED GOOD FOR 3 parking rt on 2012
Commonwealth Aye. Modernkitchen and bath.
You can throw a rock to campus. $ 12(H).
EAST COAST REALTY. 739-22 11

RENT
Sept '98
B.C. Apt Headquarters
372 Chestnut Hiii Aye
Cleveland Circle

of

house porch washer dryer, pkg justrenovated
2 firs incredible.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
5 BEDSINGLETAMILY HOUSE 1 baths
pki. modern dish &. disp. working fireplace.
steps from the T. Call today. $2900.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
?4 BEDS'on Common wealth Aye. Husze modern with parking, great for 6 rt on T. We have
6-7 available. Call now!
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4BED on StrathmoreKd. in brownstone brand
new huge modern kitchen, 2 baths, porch.
study, and parking available, on gorgeous treelined street. There are no better units available

l

THE HEIGHTS

anywhere.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4 BED on Comm. Aye. rt nearshuttlein house,
porch, 2 parking, big bedrooms. Last one left.
$2000.00.

EAST COAST REALTY\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0739-2211
BED in Cleveland Circie in houseTiiodem
dish and disp parking for 2 cars fireplace,
residential area rt near Beacon St. $2450.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

(Between Christy's & Blockbuster)

We have every BC listing. $4(X) $600 per
bedroom. 3-bed apts to I K-bed houses. Tell us
where you want to be: Cleveland Circle. South
Street Gerald St. Comm. Aye.. Beacon St.
Chiswick Rd.. Wallingford Rd., Chestnut Hill
Aye., Lake Street, Town Estates. Newton,
Orkney Rd.. Sutherland Rd.. Foster Rd.,
Slrathmore Rd.. Claridge House. If you don't
see it. ask for it! Our brokers will pick you up
or meet you at our Cleveland Circle office.
Showings are between 10am 9pm Mon-Sal,
12-7 Sun.
Bay Realty Group Assoc.
617-739-7000
617-782-6666
-

-

4

4-5 BED on beacon St. m brownstone

huge

modem kitchen dining room, porch, big bedrooms n across from Store 24 in Cleveland
Circle. A must see.

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 BEDS at Lakeshore Dr. Lakeshore Estates.
Plenty to choose from. Pool, parking, central
A/C. starting at $1500.00 ereat units.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
3 bed on Beacon St. in brownstone modem
kitchen and bath. Watch (he marathon from

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Experiencing difficulties with School, Substance Abuse, Relationships, Depression?
Experienced. Therapist BC Grad School
Alumnus. Treatment covered by Boston College Student Health Plan. Massachusetts Licensedand Insured. Office inClevelandCircle.
Andy Seplow MSW LICSW 617-739-2066.
Free Cash Urants! College. Scholarships.
Business. Medical Bills. Never Repay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-15057.
-

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. ALL

?

?

$450+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
All student building, huge Hying
rooms, modem kitchen and baths,
parking

4 BED

?

$425

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
Can us nowTor EARLY and BEST
SELECTION!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
Sophomores:
September "98
Attention
Apartments and Housesare goingfast. Don't
miss out on an opportunity torent a great unit
or units for next year. We specialize in large
groups and have many houses and apartments
available for you to see today. Our agents will
pick you up and show the best places available

RESEARCH STUDY ON
BULIMIA AND BINGE EATING
Female'volunteers who experience bulimia/ biflge eating I
compulsive overeating, or who have recovered from past
symptoms of bulimia,
in good medical health and not
taking medications (including oral contraceptives), are
sought for a study being conducted by the BethIsrael
Deaconess Medical Center Psychiatry Research Unit.
Eligible participants will receive $60 for the screening
visit and an additional $150 for each of two overnight
stays at the Clinical Research Unit for the study of
psychological ratings and blood hormone response.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Ndelle Lalley,
Psychiatry Research Unit, Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center, Boston at (617) 667-2113. Please refer
to the Research Unit Study.

The Black Student Forum Presents:
The 26th Annual Black Family Weekend

Fashion Show
TRYOUTS!!!
Walsh Hall Bth Floor Lounge
January 20-22, 1998
Tuesday 7:00 PM -10:00 PM
Boston College Students Only

Wednesday 8:00 PM -10:00 PM
Thursday 8:00 PM -10:00 PM
(Open to All)

Don't forget:
LADIES
Hat/Scarf/Jacket
Heels
Attitude
Smile
Ask about

our legendary
free "Party Packages

?3fJie fce-st Meal 'Plan
iri t-h.« .bu.sixi«.S.S:

Also-- Panama

Sun SplasJi Tours

GENTLEMAN
Blazer/Jacket
Shoes/Boots

Upcoming events
Jan 22: Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration,
Cabaret Room, 5-7:30

Jan 23: Winter Jam '98
Featuring DJ Tony Touch
Lyons Hall (the Rat) 9p.m.-la.m.
Any questions? Call Eva Maynard @ 655-4283 or Kashleigh Greenwood

@

656-5937
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SPRINGBREAK locations.Florida, Cancun,
ect. from $89, register your group or be our
Campus Rep. Inter-campus programs 800-327-6013
www.icpt.com
**SPKING BREAK 98**
Free food and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, and Florida from just$399. Organize
a small group and travel FREE! Highest commissions and lowest prices guaranteed. Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a campus representative (800) 574-7577. Web address:
www.surfandsuntours.com.
***ACi NOW! LAST CHANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6
OR MORE. CALL LEISURE TOURS
FOR SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA AND FLORIDA. 1-800-838-8203 / WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM.
***Spring Break 4 9S Get Going!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
Group Discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell
5 & go free!
Book Now!!! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234-7007
http://www.endlesssummertours.com
***Spring Break k 9B Get Going!!!
Panama City beachfront hotels from $99!
7 nights beachfront, Daily free drink parties,
& Free cover at best bars! Visa/MC/Disc/
\mex
1-800-234-7007. Http://
www.endlesssummertours.com
SPRUNG BREAK '98
?

Best & craziest time of your life!
Lowest prices & trip guaranteed!

Key West & lots more!
Call Heidi or Karyn 617-965-3644.
SPRING BKEAK»*» ! 'UON"T GET
BURNED***SunSplash Tours!!
THE RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12
YEARS
EXP. Hottest Destinations! LOWEST
PROCES! FREE
Trips, Parties-Drinks!!!!! SunSplash 1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

?

?

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-7082 for current listings.
I sofas very good condition. Une is a
fullsize sleeper. Traditional style with a dark
green fabric. $400 for both, call: 617-332-3381 Chestnut Hill (2 blocks from
BC)linden@mediaone.net.

Want to Place a Classified Ad?
Call Michelle at (617) 552-0547
or fax (617) 552-4823.

When faxing (he ad, please include a.copy of the check.
Ad rates are $5.00 for the first 25 words and $0.25 for each
additional word. Ads must be received no later than noon

Friday to be

in Ihe upcoming
Thank you.

placed

issue.

NOTWEARINGA
SAFETYBELTCANCOST
YOUANARH&ALEG.

START YOUR
CAREER WITH
THE INDUSTRY
LEADER

Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City, FL,

*In a company where creative ideas, performance and initiative are rewarded.
*In a company with an innovative, relaxed
and entrepreneurial culture.
'In a company that has changed market
research.
It's against the tow. So if
you don't want a ticket, buckle up.
Or, you could become broke
in more ways than one.

(Fortune 100 companies turn lo IRI tor our advanced solutions for the
consumer packaged goods industry.)

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUHHY.

THE BOSTON COLLEGE RECRUITING PROGRAM

BC's

#\

(617)254-2900
Off Campus Housing source

Presents
an Information Session
with

Eagle Sophomores save $S$
$5
:e per person
Best & largest selection of houses, condos&
apartments, all close to school and on shuttle.
Seen an apartment or house that you like?
We've got it!! We specialize in large groups.
Rent a whole house or a block of 2 or 3 apts
together.
Refer any
friends
to us and we'll
O :'-V:\u25a0:- \u25a0\u25a0
-J
\u25a0.
:V\u25a0\u25a0
:'.- '\u25a0 :\u25a0':\u25a0 \u25a0
$
i-er rental.
pay
@
Call us loday
254-2900.
We'll pick up on campus and promise you
professional and courteous service.
Don't delay! Great places still available.
Call today and save $$$!!!
:': ::
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(SniJ

INFORMATION RESOURCES,
INC.
28hgun«fd-yw-««n<lrifik
FREE
"CANCUN &NEGRL

DATE: Tuesday, January 27,1998
ROOM: O'Neill 255
TIME: 7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.
TOPIC: Asst Project Mngr. Positions

__..

-

packagp also availableto:
Nassau, Bahamas, Panama Qty, a
Ft Lauderdale, fl S.fcdte bland, tx

-:

:

:-v-;V:-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 -:

THE HEIGHTS

?

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!
Interviews will take place on
Thursday, February 19th from 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
-

80&657-4048
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Space Ik tlmltettl Call now!!

The Cambridge Center Marriott
Two Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA
February 20, 1998
10:00a.m. 4:00p.m.
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TO REGISTER & be eligible for interviews, please mail
your one page resume and registration form, available at
your CareerPlacement Office, lo Crimson & Brown
Associates, 201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139.
Attn: Career Jam- Boston, or c mail us your registration in
formation and resume at careerjam@aol.com.(As all
resumes will be optically scanned, we regret that we are
unable to accept any faxed resumes.)

RESUME DEADLINE:
January 26, 1998
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THE HEIGHTS
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E»

Interested in
business or advertising!!
SPRING BREAK '98 in
Want to meet fun and
Prices starting O/
exciting people? If so,
please join us at the
?0n.*419
£
INCLUDES:
Heights, inc. McElroy 113
t
1 5 FREE Meals
RVT Airfare
R/T Transfers
7 Night Hotel Accommodation
on Thursday, Jan 22 at
For information on a FREE Trip or
Kk
Reservations call Amanda at
7:30 p.m. for pizza and an
800-244-4463.r X
informational meeting.
visit our website at www.coliegetours.com! EFORGET THE REST

&

PARTY WITH THE BEST!

TOURSI

£®90HJJSQE

CANCUN£E

f

*ST|

-

&

Called home lately?
cancun rrrn
JAMAICA JJUI
FLORIDA

Q3H3

Call today! Space is

limited

1800648-4849
On- Campus Call
JemleSner.M@osS.soBo

SB;!*?.*

let

*5

'

.as o\

JU*i

Spring Co-Rec Volleyball Season

Hoe?

j*£-

*V

Think working for a retail company is limited to the view from behind the cash register?
full of
Think again. At T.J. Maxx/Marshalls, we're talking corporate careers
ever-changing and challenging responsibilities. You see, we're shattering the myth of
what working for a retail company is all about. We know you want to step into an
industry leader, make multi-million dollar decisions, and impact a company's
profitability right from the start. At T.J. Maxx/Marshalls, you will.
?

[g

{^J?*

J Registration: January 20-22,1998
M

January 28 April 30
-

So, come join us to learn about our Corporate Executive Training Program ? a
well-defined corporate career path that will prepare you to become a Buyer or
Merchandise Planning Manager. You see, when it comes to corporate careers, we believe
we have what you're looking for. TJ. Maxx/Marshalls.

Information Session:
Thursday, January 22nd
s:OOpm 6:oopm
-

leyblplayerson
l

theirrosters. Vasty
players are still
meligibletoplay
-
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O'Neil #253
Interested candidates should forward their resume to: College Recruiter, T.J. Maxx/Marshalls,
Dept. CR 98, 7/0 Cochituate Road, Framingham, MA 01701. FAX: (508) 390-2650.
E-mail: ksparre@tiac.net (please do not send attachments). Visit our website at

http://TJX.stage.ut.opia.com.

TMTKDir
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IWMTHE TJX COMPANIES, fISC

/IHlarshallis.

©The TJX Companies, Inc. 1998
We are an equal opportunityemployer committed to workforce diversity.
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

THE HEIGHTS

Events...

Look out this semesterfor
exciting new events...
?

?

?

?

?

?

Thursday Night Concerts
Monthly Comedy Series
Diversity Week
Stop the Violence Against Women Week
World Fiesta Day
AH ANA Ball

?

?

Neighborhood Center Service Days
Busta Rhymes coming February 16th

Programs we're still working on:
Student Advising
?

?

?

Freshman Cornerstone Program
Majors and Minors

Has your life
been disrupted

featuring:

MIKE DONOVAN

\u25a0

CHUCK ROY

GARY GULMAN

Bpm

H|

-

10pm

U«-.«--

by harassment r

hhhkp-i

ifc

£?

CCI

m

m s>n + ?

If*D f*

All calls are confidential.

Contact us at 2-3490 orwww.bc.edu/ugbc

